Potteries Auctions Catalogue 14 Apr 2018
1

A selection of printer toners to include Kyocer
black toner cartridges (TK-6705), (TK-5150), Cyan
toner and Xerox black toner cartridge (5)

cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£50.00 - £100.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

6

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£40.00 - £80.00
2

Two Kyocera yellow toner cartridges (TK-5150) (2)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£50.00 - £100.00
7

Two Kyocera magenta (TK-5150) and other cyan
cartridge (3)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£40.00 - £80.00
8

A selection of electronic items to include white
hands free head phones (approx 1100), Neptune
ultra slim energy saving panels, electrical cables
and battery packs.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£30.00 - £60.00
9

Neon Rotalite on camera continuous LED light
with HSS flash, 3.5mm flash PC sink cable and
foam hand grip (3)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes

BidMaster Office

1

A selection of workwear to include Honeywell
welding visors, Goretex steel toe capped boots
size 42, gloves, trousers, hard hats and heavy
duty gloves.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£50.00 - £100.00
5

Cycam BMS 76010 SC compound microscope, a
selection of Jorvet J-335S microscope slides,
Sanitas blood pressure monitor and a Braun
thermo scan PC 200 pro covers.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£30.00 - £60.00
4

A selection of HP ink cartridges to include
magenta and cyan (5) and Cannon LP-E6N batter
pack (6)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£25.00 - £50.00
3

Neon Rotalite on camera continuous LED light
with HSS flash

£35.00 - £70.00
10

A large collection of painting and decorating items
to include Polycell brush cleaner (approx 70), wire

brushes, candles, wallpaper, mixing paint, wall
hanging ornaments, glasses, stranded red wool,
cotton bacon etc.

£20.00 - £40.00
14

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£40.00 - £80.00
11

Assortment of drill bits and saws to include
Diager, large drill bits, saw blades, Grandberg
chain saw sharpening stones and three large
valves.

Brooke Compton series 10 3-AC motor (IEC
60034) and Comet YA75 piston pump (2).

£40.00 - £80.00
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

15

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£100.00 - £200.00
11A A large mixed selection of silicones to include
Soudal and Ebbo, GT 85 lubricant spray and
Loctite S77063 cleaner, Reiniger etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£20.00 - £40.00
16

Industrial floor paint and solution to include
Jewson stabilizing solution, Bedek acrylic floor
paint etc (11 containers).
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£35.00 - £70.00
12

A mixed selection of beauty products to include
Issey Miyake L' Deua D' issey perfume, Image
vital C hydrating cream, Make Up Forever
foundation, Ilumia skin care etc.

A selection of trade items to include T5 long last
lighting tubes, sticks of pewter and copper, heat
alarms, fire notices, metal brackets and joints,
springs etc.

£20.00 - £40.00
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

17

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£25.00 - £50.00
13

Unbranded 2600lb hand winch together with
assorted hardware items.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

BidMaster Office

2

A mixed collection of trade metalwork items to
include Newlec steel cable ties, nuts, bolts, joints,
magnetic strips, copper rings and rust proof brass
eyelets etc.

£25.00 - £50.00
18

Large mixed collection of trade items to include
nuts, bolts, screws, joints, door hinges, locks, ties
straps, padlocks etc.

19

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£40.00 - £80.00

£20.00 - £40.00

A selection of tyres to include 19 x small cold
tube tyres with two Mitres soft racing tyres.

24

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£20.00 - £40.00
20

Martin and Harman thrill vertical fogger

£50.00 - £100.00

2 x Ledj performance series performer 18 quad
zoom pro light .

25

Martin and Harman thrill vertical fogger.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£50.00 - £100.00
£50.00 - £100.00
21

26

2 x Ledj performance series performer 18 quad
zoom pro light.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

A selection of women's clothing and accessories
to include Hippy Chic watch bracelets, boots,
shirts, Imperial Empress dressing up outfit,
trousers and jacket.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£50.00 - £100.00
22

£20.00 - £40.00

Equinox Pulse tubes x 2.
27
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£15.00 - £30.00
23

Mixed collection of children's toys to include
Peppa Pig bath puddles, back packs and various
books on Children's grammar, anniversary cards,
etc.

A selection of 48 Chappie canned dog food tins,
dog toy and Global Herbs grass care supplement.

£10.00 - £20.00
28

Three bottles of Gordon's Special Dry Gin.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed

BidMaster Office

3

good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£15.00 - £30.00
29

Three bottles of Gordon's Special Dry Gin.

£30.00 - £60.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

34

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£15.00 - £30.00
30

Three bottles of Gordon's Special Dry Gin.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£20.00 - £40.00
35

A mixed selection of beverages to include James
White apple juice, diet coke cans and bottled
blond beer.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£40.00 - £80.00
36

A selection of olive oil to include Poggio Lecci
Italian Extra Virgin olive oil in presentation packs
(4) and a five litre container of extra virgin olive oil.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

A selection of motor oils to include Shell Helix
professional motor oil, Castrol Racing Oil, Gulf
competition Racing Oil (7)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£20.00 - £40.00
32

A selection of vehicle oils and solvents to include
Cougar Premium Hydraulic Oil, Granville Hyper
Lube, synthetic engine oil and silver base coat etc
(16 containers)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£15.00 - £30.00
31

Brother MFC/J693W office printer with built in
copier, scanner and fax and Kyocera printer
cabinet (2)

£45.00 - £90.00
37

A large mixed collection of vehicle parts and
related items to include a Yamaha Binnacle mount
remote control, Volvo sensors, wing mirrors,
motorbike saddlebag, headlights, Mikita dust cap,
three radiators, disc brakes and batteries etc.

£20.00 - £40.00
33

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot

A selection of culinary items and snacks to
include Himalayan salt, sugar, teabags, protein
bars, Holiday Mint M&M's, French vanilla milk
sachets, oven gloves, BBQ sauce sachets,
various bottles of chipolt hot sauce sauce.

BidMaster Office

4

be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£80.00 - £160.00
38

No Lot

39

Record Power BS250 premium 10" band saw and
four Rittal lockable aluminium storage boxes
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£20.00 - £40.00
44

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£50.00 - £100.00
40

Power System ARC 56v lithium 52cm self
propelled cordless lawn mower and a Qualcast
1400w electric rotary mower (2)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£40.00 - £80.00
45

A selection of cable and pipes to include
reinforced cable, two plastic tube4s and metal
tube (4)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£70.00 - £140.00
46

A selection of coffee beans to include Tesco Cafe
Beans (approx 13 kilos) and Fairtrade Henry's
Blend Expresso whole coffee beans (approx 12
kilos)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

A selection of ground and whole bean coffee to
include Percol instant coffee, Lloyds No3, Kenco,
Pelican Road and Amoka coffee.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed

BidMaster Office

£10.00 - £20.00
47

A large selection of lengthy items to include metal
poles, plastic electrical skirting, plastic mesh,
galvanized plasterers skirting, drop down projector
screen fabrics etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£30.00 - £60.00
43

A large collection of bottled solutions to include
various bleaches, surface cleaners and PVA
bonds (approx 30 containers)
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£25.00 - £50.00
42

A large selection of industrial and office related
items to include JCB jack hammer, Energiser
polyester putty 2008A, atlas, nuts and bolts, data
loggers etc.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

£95.00 - £190.00
41

A large mixed collection of domestic and industrial
cleaning equipment to include Mr Muscle, Smart
Buy, Super, Flash, Bleach and Cif surface
cleaner, hand towels and toilet rolls, plastic grey
bins, brushes and stales.

5

£20.00 - £40.00
£20.00 - £40.00
48

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

49

50

Edwardian marquetry inlaid triple combination
wardrobe, width 190cm £100.00 - £200.00

59

Welsh 30 hour oak cased grandfather clock, brass
dial inscribed Tho Cattell Londiniferat £90.00 £180.00

60

19th Century 30hr Oak/Mahogany x banded
grandfather clock £100.00 - £200.00

60A Mid-Century painted white kitchen cupboard with
red handles and 3 glazed panels £25.00 - £50.00

£40.00 - £80.00

60C Victorian upholster studded balloon back nursing
chair £30.00 - £60.00

A Max Blast wet and dry 80 litre industrial vacuum
and two Reflex 140 litre tank containers (3)

61

Imperial type 66 manual metal typewriter £10.00 £20.00

This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.

61A Early oak arm chair with craved panels (spilt to
seat) £35.00 - £70.00

£40.00 - £80.00
A Greys Prodigy GT3 Carp 12" 3lb fishing rod and
two AFTCO Junior rods.
This lot is either a catalogue return, unclaimed
good or a despatch return and is sold without
reserve. It is boxed and sealed and therefore
cannot be viewed in its entirety and as such we
are unable to give a condition report. Sealed boxes
cannot be opened for viewing and refunds cannot
be given for lots that are faulty or incomplete.
£25.00 - £50.00

50B A large collection of golf clubs to include Donnay,
Regal and Wilson, in four golf bags £25.00 - £50.00
Carved mahogany framed Edwardian over mantel
mirror.
£20.00 - £40.00

62

Withdrawn £80.00 - £160.00

63

A velour studded pet bed and similar cushion
£15.00 - £30.00

64

Oak cased 1930's unbranded gramaphone £25.00 £50.00

65

Very large Indian decorative brass teapot, approx
height 5ft £40.00 - £80.00

65A Large Mid-Century Ercol blonde elm bookcase
with 6 removable shelves £75.00 - £150.00
65B A Mid-century Ercol elm occasional/coffee drop
leaf table with similar coffee table with under rack
(2) £40.00 - £80.00
65C Mid-Century Ercol Windsor style single drawer
side table in honey Elm £40.00 - £80.00

65E Mid-Century Ercol Pandora's box coffee table in
honey elm £50.00 - £100.00
65F Mid-Century Ercol golden dawn low standing
single door corner cabinet £35.00 - £70.00
65G Mid-Century em Ercol armed in leather studded
seating £30.00 - £60.00
65H Mid-Century Ercol Windsor style armchair £30.00
- £60.00

52

A Diamond 1.60m step ladder £20.00 - £40.00

53

Victorian writing desk on 3 drawer pedestals and
triple drawer top with red leather panel (in need of
attention) £40.00 - £80.00

54

Victorian burr walnut single mirror door wardrobe,
width 114cm £40.00 - £80.00

55

Edwardian carved oak and burr oak triple mirror
back sideboard, width 153cm, height 217cm
including ornate cornice £80.00 - £160.00

56

Victorian mahogany 8 day grandfather clock with
painted arch dial £150.00 - £300.00

57

1920s Oak treadle sewing machine with iron stand

BidMaster Office

61B Edwardian inlaid display cabinet with single leaded
stain glass door and glazed sides £50.00 - £100.00

65D Unmarked but presumed Ercol 3-tier shelving
unit/book case trolley £35.00 - £70.00

50A A large collection of golf clubs to include Ben
Sayers, Mustang and Callaway, in Makflt and
Wilson goldf bags £20.00 - £40.00

51

58

A Nilfiske 140.3 power washer.

66

Comitti of London Walnut Serpentine Regulator
Chime Wall Clock £100.00 - £200.00

67

Twentieth century oak barley twist beaded hall
bench with umbrella stand and a brass umbrella
stand (2) £25.00 - £50.00

67A Repro mahogany set of six dinning chairs and oak
panelled display unit (7) £10.00 - £20.00
67B Candy branded fridge freezer and electro lux
hoover(2) £10.00 - £20.00

6

67C Bush washing machine WMNSN612W £10.00 £20.00

67D 1920's oak Bureau Book case with leaded glass
doors £25.00 - £50.00

80A Two side tables £10.00 - £20.00

67E Plastic Rabbit hutch

80B A large collection of DVD's with differing themes action comedy etc. Four trays.

67F Solid pine table on tapered legs £20.00 - £40.00

81

68

69

A large French style gilt framed over mantle mirror
and gilt framed continental tapestry (2) £30.00 £60.00
Three piece leather suite comprising of two
armchairs and a two seater sofa in cream leather
£15.00 - £30.00

A modern pine dressing table set to include two
drawer dressing table, matching stool and
swinging mirror. (3). £25.00 - £50.00

81A A 100% pure wool continental rug with a stylised
design on a large deep red field and corresponding
borders. £30.00 - £60.00
82

Delphi 100% New Zealand wool carpet in a red,
cream and blued stylised design (170cm x 240cm)
£30.00 - £60.00

69B Child's rocking horse £25.00 - £50.00

83

69C Reproduction painted blue bedside cabinet with
modern dolls house on a cabinet (2) £20.00 £40.00

Early Victorian burr oak extending tilt top oval
dining table with single pedestal on 3 legs and
casters (missing extension leaf) £40.00 - £80.00

84

Zag tool box and various tools inside and a
Stanley power tool box and a Champion cordless
drill driver £25.00 - £50.00

85

A mahogany cased Seth Thomas wall clock.
£30.00 - £60.00

86

Slate mantle clock £30.00 - £60.00

87

A LMS railway clock with oak and mahogany
inlaid mantle clocks. (3) £30.00 - £60.00

88

A Victorian mahogany cased tapestry fire screen.
£15.00 - £30.00

69A A set of 8 reproduction mahogany regency dining
chairs including one carver (8) £20.00 - £40.00

69D Horizon Fitness Quantum 2 folding treadmill
£50.00 - £100.00
70

71

72

Reproduction painted white French style standard
lamp, Lloyd Loom style stool and similar bedside
cabinet (3) £15.00 - £30.00
A selection of small furniture items to include an
elm painted turquoise chair and two similar stools,
mid century drop leaf table, two Victorian dining
tables, light oak nest of three tables and a bedside
cabinet (8) £25.00 - £50.00
A 20th century oak drop leaf dining table and four
matching chairs, an oak nest of three tables and a
circular occasional leather topped table £20.00 £40.00

88A Oak and Cast Iron Singer branded industrial stool
£40.00 - £80.00
88B Walnut cased small Vienna wall clock £50.00 £100.00
88C French carved oak Louis XV style upholstered
balloon back chair together with Edwardian dinning
chair(2) £20.00 - £40.00

73

A reproduction Regency style three over four oak
sideboard and a light oak four tier bookcase (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

74

Twentieth century carved oak panelled single door
wardrobe, mid century single door wardrobe and a
reproduction mahogany glazed corner unit (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

88D Brass Jam pan and Copper bed warmer(2) £15.00 £30.00
89

A reproduction walnut writing table with single
drawer and pullout writing slide with green leather
panel. £20.00 - £40.00

A Garrards of London clock, a Maskery and sons
Tunstall oak cased wall hanging barometer, with
another mahogany inlaid barometer (3). £25.00 £50.00

90

Rose wood early Victorian chiffonier £40.00 £80.00

Vintage tin travel trunk in original scumble finish
£25.00 - £50.00

90A A floral pattern 3 piece suite £20.00 - £40.00

77

A 20th century pine chest in original scrumble on
bracket feet. £20.00 - £40.00

90B An oak single draw occasional table and matching
repro standard lamp £20.00 - £40.00

78

A 20th century mahogany drop leaf table, an oak
glazed fronted smokers cabinet, a mahogany
brass bound jewellery box with fitted with a red felt
interior (in need of attention) and a fold out chair.
(4). £30.00 - £60.00

90C 1930s oak Kaywess branded chairs, matching
later repro table and a similar linen fold blanket
box (6) £20.00 - £40.00

A selection of armchairs to include - a painted
orange Victorian elm armchair, a Danish style
chair in green studded leather and a Edwardian
arm chair on casters (without seat or back). (3).
£25.00 - £50.00

90E Priory style oak four draw and four door sideboard
£50.00 - £100.00

1930s oak drawer leaf extending table with four
matching chairs. £30.00 - £60.00

90H Modern pine three door, three drawer dresser
£20.00 - £40.00

75

76

79

80
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90D Danish style mid century chest of five draws and
similar kitchen table and chairs (6) £20.00 - £40.00

90F Oak linen fold drinks cabinet £40.00 - £80.00
90G Oak priory style glazed door buffett £40.00 - £80.00

7

90I

Oak paneled blanket box together with pine beside 113
cabinet (2) £10.00 - £20.00

G-Plan three piece suite with removable covers
£30.00 - £60.00

91

A regency mahogany folding card table. £40.00 £80.00

114

Oak cased Art Deco Grandaughter clock £30.00 £60.00

92

A 19th century two door corner unit in an oriental
lacquered design. £35.00 - £70.00

115

Modern brass standard lamp and shade £15.00 £30.00

93

A 19th century 8 day grandfather clock. £70.00 £140.00

116

Edwardian chaise longue £75.00 - £150.00

117

94

Withdrawn £10.00 - £20.00

95

Ten point mounted stag antlers £40.00 - £80.00

A collection of garden machinery to include Mantis
Delux Rotivator, Chalcast strimmer etc £30.00 £60.00

96

Ten point mounted stag antlers £40.00 - £80.00

118

97

A mixed collection of items to include vintage
metal petrol can, Cooper branded baseball bat and 119
two limited edition prints by Michael Hurley (4)
120
£20.00 - £40.00
121
Pair of nineteenth century carved oak capitals
122
converted to footstools 45cm x 45cm x 34cm
£40.00 - £80.00
123
A large mixed collection of Dyson Vacuum cleaner
parts to include - vacuum filters, drive belts,
cleaner belts, fan wheels, with three wands and
two hose components etc. £25.00 - £50.00

A collection of woodworking tools to include
planes, floaters, drills etc £15.00 - £30.00

98

99

100

A collection of tools to include clamps, drill bits,
hinges, hammers etc in a vintage tool box £20.00 £40.00

101

Brass embossed coal box £15.00 - £30.00

102

Flamerite electric coal affect fire with wood
surround and built in hearth

103

Servis Easi Logic 1300 washing machine £10.00 £20.00

Wrought iron pair of fire dogs £15.00 - £30.00
Union stick welder and mask £10.00 - £20.00
Withdrawn £20.00 - £40.00
Oak cased glazed corner unit linen fold style
£20.00 - £40.00
An assortment of small furniture items - Chinese
Utilitarian Wall Cabinet (missing doors), with a
Victorian Elm stool, a small Pine Victorian stool,
and a Georgian upholstered stool with mahogany
legs. (4). £35.00 - £70.00

124

An early oak small three drawer chest of drawers
with a similar early oak joint stool. (2). £30.00 £60.00

125

A George III oak inlaid two over three drawer Chest
of Drawers on splayed feet and column edging.
(Front right and back left legs needing attention).
£45.00 - £90.00

126

George III / late 1760's Lancashire oak chest of 2
over 3 drawers with mahogany cross banded top
and drawers, between fluted front corner quadrant
pilasters on bracket feet. £150.00 - £300.00

127

An early Oak panelled housekeepers cupboard
with a single door above two smaller drawers and
inlay to sides. (Missing original back). £60.00 £120.00

128

An early 19th century Oak primitive Dresser base
with cross banded drawers over two doors and an
arched knee hole. £60.00 - £120.00

129

A Victorian Pine four door, six drawer
housekeepers cupboard in original Scrumble
finish. £200.00 - £400.00

110A Bang and Olufsen Beocenter 2800 (MCC 3000
stylus) record player together with matching RL45
speakers ( slight marks to perspex cover) £50.00 £100.00

130

Victorian mahogany commode cabinet and
Edwardian mahogany cut down gramophone
cabinet (2)

110C Technics SL 1900 direct drive turntable together
with a collection of classical lps and pamphlets
£50.00 - £100.00

131

111

132

Reproduction oak two tier tea trolley with pull out
green leather topped table and carved oak
twentieth century green leather top nest of three
tables
Victorian mahogany swivel bathroom mirror
(missing mirror) and a pair Edwardian walnut
upholstered bedroom chairs (3) £15.00 - £30.00

104

Sony plasma TV 26'' £15.00 - £30.00

105

A rectangular gilt framed Mirror. £10.00 - £20.00

106

Formed stone table and similar column and lamp
(3) £15.00 - £30.00

107

Mid century tiled coffee table set with reproduction
carved stool (2) £15.00 - £30.00

108

AEG fridge freezer £20.00 - £40.00

109

Bosch Classixx washing machine £20.00 - £40.00

110

National Panasonic Hi-Fi record player with radio
and cassette model no. SG2080L with matching
speakers £20.00 - £40.00

Mid century oak monks bench £25.00 - £50.00

111A Large unusual patterned carpet rug 395cm x
295cm (wear to centre) £20.00 - £40.00
112

Re finished oak pie crust table and similar small
drop leaf table (2) £20.00 - £40.00
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133

8

A selection of mirrors to include - two 20th century
oak framed oval mirrors and two other wall hanging
mirrors. (4). £20.00 - £40.00

134

A French style resin framed wall hanging mirror in
silver. £15.00 - £30.00

158

Pair of reproduction gilt French style candle
holders with a similar lamp (3) £15.00 - £30.00

135

A pair of wooden carved painted elephant ends.
(2). £20.00 - £40.00

159

136

A 20th century fold flat brass topped table. £15.00 £30.00

137

Bamboo and rattan Papasan chair with red
covered cushion

A mixed collection of bowling related items to
include five bowling balls and two carry cases
including Design Go and a pair of binoculars and
Martini International Club Lancia umbrella £25.00 £50.00

160

138

Reproduction small elm kitchen table and two
dinning chairs and a reproduction elm high back
Windsor armchair (4) £15.00 - £30.00

A large collection of chandeliers to include two
three arm chandeliers in brass and white and a five
arm chandelier in oak and other similar item
£20.00 - £40.00

161

139

Withdrawn

140

Jones sewing machine in oak foot press table
(model: 32287)

Set of three Victorian walnut balloon back chairs
with black upholstery and an Edwardian inlaid hall
chair (4) £25.00 - £50.00

162

Reproduction mahogany bow fronted hall/side
table with leather topped panels and single drawer
£15.00 - £30.00

163

Pair of Raichle skiing/snow boots in blue and a
Kilmanoch High Performance case with age
related ski's(2) £20.00 - £40.00

164

Lot Withdrawn £35.00 - £70.00

165

A 100% pure wool rug with stylised design in
cream, reds and blues. £20.00 - £40.00

166

Reproduction printed painting of horse and rider in
heavy gilt frame. £20.00 - £40.00

167

Large oil on canvas alpine scene £10.00 - £20.00

168

WD £20.00 - £40.00

141

Large two door fitted mahogany and walnut inlaid
cross banded wardrobe

142

A reproduction oval mahogany coffee table on
double turned pedestal support, with a oak French
style coffee table with leather top and a twentieth
century mahogany occasional table with shaped
top on cabriole legs and a brass bed pan (4)
£20.00 - £40.00

143

A stag slim display cabinet with two glazed doors
above two door base and a elm Ercol two over two
Welsh dresser (2) £20.00 - £40.00

144

A pair of Edwardian landscape scenes in gilded
frames unsigned. (2). £20.00 - £40.00

145

146

169
Mahogany cased Commonwealth branded
Gramophone (requiring new spring) together with a
selection of age related records £25.00 - £50.00
170
Two 1930's landscape scenes in gilt frames
signed John Thorley, together a with similar
171
watercolour signed F.A. Bennett. (3). £30.00 £60.00

147

A collection of three oil on canvas still life studies
of flowers, two signed Howson Bennett 1914. (3)
£30.00 - £60.00

148

Chad Valley Football Bagatelle Game, together
with cigarette cards, Wedgwood Jasperware plate
and lamp, and silver plated napkin rings x 6.
£20.00 - £40.00

Twentieth century seaside scene painting signed
A.M Scot £20.00 - £40.00
Large framed print on board Frank Moss Bennett,
Landlords Story
A good collection of vintage cameras including
Ricoh, Kodak, Conway Camera, Zenit etc (21)
£100.00 - £200.00

171A Sopelem Zoom M Rank Taylor Hobson Monital
lense and another Tamron CF Tele Macro lense 80210mm (2) £40.00 - £80.00
173

Oak Barley twist table and 4 non matching
chairs(5) £20.00 - £40.00

174

Dark and light glazed corner units(2) £20.00 £40.00

149

Large quantity of Old Country Roses tea ware to
include - Tea Pot, cups, saucers, side plates and
cake plates. £40.00 - £80.00

175

Red leather chesterfield type sofa bed settee
£100.00 - £200.00

150

Sterling Saphire II Mobility Scooter £35.00 - £70.00 176

154

Scotts Of Stow four piece suitcase £15.00 £30.00

Oak draw leaf table and two matching dining
chairs (3) £15.00 - £30.00

177

155

Scotts Of Stow flight case, attache case and
unbranded similar items (5) £10.00 - £20.00

Oak paneled 3 draw, 3 doore sideboard together
with 2 door cupboard(2) £15.00 - £30.00

179

156

Victorian carved mahogany toilet swing mirror with
shaped front and lidded compartments £30.00 £60.00

Gilt framed modern mirror together with similar
pine item(2) £15.00 - £30.00

180

John Everden, watercolour painting of derelict
houses in Anchor road, Longton, 47 x 30cm
£50.00 - £100.00

157

Oval carved oak framed Art Deco wall hanging
mirror and an oval French style wall hanging mirror 181
in white (2) £20.00 - £40.00
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1920's Art Deco glazed 3 door display cabinet
£25.00 - £50.00

182

183
184

185

20th Century oak side cabinet with drop down
. Davis Richter(2) £30.00 - £60.00
writing top between leaded glazed door on bun feet 200B A collection of mixed media art work with
£25.00 - £50.00
equestrian themes (8) £20.00 - £40.00
A pine reproduction childs armchair / bedroom
200C A collection of local artists theme water colour by
chair. £10.00 - £20.00
Roy Celing and Doris Brown, including Kingsly
A pair of 20th century carved oak two tier side
cabinets with barley twist front support columns
about a two drawer base with a secret drawer
compartment. (2) £70.00 - £140.00

Moor, Townhead, Tittersworth etc (6) £60.00 £100.00

A vintage French carved oak needlepoint armchair
with light green floral upholstery and similar chair
in yellow upholstery. (2) £40.00 - £80.00

186

A pair of vintage French carved oak needle point
armchairs with light green floral upholstery (2).
£50.00 - £100.00

187

A mahogany 19th century French double bed
Empire style with brass ormolu mounts
(headboard in need of attention) with original side
rails and slats. £40.00 - £80.00

188

A selection of framed tapestries to include two
cottage scenes and a flag ship (3) £20.00 - £40.00

189

Withdrawn £15.00 - £30.00

190

A mixed collection of items to include boxed
Thunderbirds action figures Kyarno with
accessories, penguin ice scraper and England flag
hands for vehicles (3) £20.00 - £40.00

191

Two shower units to include EasyHome electric
shower kit and similar Galaxy Aqua 3000 (2)
£20.00 - £40.00

193

A mixed collection of fictional books and notepads
to include Bear Grylls Mission Survival, The
Internal Devices, Jennifer Worth, Star Wars books
etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

196

201A Large Russell Flint artist proof unsigned , Showing
landscaped scene. £50.00 - £100.00
201B Framed Roland Hilder print titled garden of
England together with similar unmarked item (2)
£15.00 - £30.00
201C A collection of mixed media framed artworks to
include - Mick Cawston signed limited edition
prints of Norfolk terriers, together with a ceramic
tile with sunflower decoration etc. (6). £20.00 £40.00

201E Two framed tapestries with images of owls and
violins (2). £15.00 - £30.00
202

A mixed collection of childrens books to include
Colour In and Send Greetings Cards, Brain Teaser 202A
Puzzles, Sticker Books, Curious Explorer and
Ferocious Wild Cats etc (3 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
202B
A mixed collection of toys to include "Playtime Is
Funtime" mini cars, launcher cars, transforming
202C
space robots, Nerf light guns and a selection of
mug and key ring sets (2) £20.00 - £40.00
202D
A collection of The Journey Begins Branded Mug
and Keyring sets £20.00 - £40.00

197

A selection of five rectangular gilt frames £20.00 £40.00

198

Oak cased German wall clock (re-finished) £40.00 £80.00

199

A collection of large canvas back reproduction
movie posters to include Fatman, St. Trininies, Dr.
at large (9) £40.00 - £80.00

200

Modern bevel edged wall mirror with rope detail
together with small oak shelving unit (2) £20.00 £40.00

200A Two Artist proof signed prints of still life , signed H
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A collection of mixed media art work including oil
on canvas, oak framed dog picture, Edwardian
print of cattle entitled "In the twilight", Japanese
inspired framed cat print etc (4) £30.00 - £60.00

201D A collection of mixed media artwork to include - oil
on canvas gilt framed landscape scenes, still life
studies etc. (5). £20.00 - £40.00

A selection of Playtime Is Fun wind up train sets
(approx 40) £15.00 - £30.00

195

200E Primitive oil on canvas showing shire horse in
working tack. Signed by Fred Thurlly Dated 1907.
Ripped and punctures present and eligible brass
plaque to bottom centre of frame £25.00 - £50.00
201

192

194

200D A collection of framed landscaped scenes by L
Eardley, together with similar works and limited
edition print by G Goodwin. (6) £20.00 - £40.00

10

Signed limited edition print "All in a waking day"
by Anthony Forster Artist proof signed and oil on
canvas landscape scene (2) £20.00 - £40.00
A large Oil on Canvas with Dartmoor scene.
£20.00 - £40.00
A large Rodney Charman framed print of dockside.
£10.00 - £20.00
Three reproduction enamel signs. (3) £15.00 £30.00
A collection of mixed media artworks to include John McCowwell signed ltd. edition print of Lancia
Delta, oil on canvas framed image of a dog and
two later Dickens themed prints. £15.00 - £30.00

202E A collection of framed landscape scenes including
Norfolk Broads seaside view, together with a
signed limited edition C P Mayer Astbury village
(unmounted).
203

A collection of mixed media art work to include
framed J. Howard watercolour, Roy Tidmarsh oil
on board and J. Lorder oil on canvas (3) £30.00 £60.00

203A A large framed print of Ophelia by J W
Waterhouse and a framed print titled A February

Morning with hunting scene decoration. (2). £15.00
- £30.00
218
203B A collection of mixed media framed art pieces to
219
include - turn of the century cartoon images of
statesmen, oil on boards floral still life etc. (5)
220
£15.00 - £30.00
203C Local interest framed watercolours with landscape
scenes signed Barker. £15.00 - £30.00

etc £40.00 - £80.00
Imperial black metal typewriter £15.00 - £30.00
Reproduction mahogany cased dial telephone with
modern fittings £15.00 - £30.00
A large collection of continental decorative wall
plates of religious and historical themes, mostly
boxed with certificates (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

221

A collection of ceramic items to include Royal
Doulton lady figures Marilyn HN3002, Elizabeth
HN3946, Alexandria HN3286, Coralie HN2307,
Cissy HN1809, Valerie HN2107 and Coalport lady
figures Jennifer and Hannah, Price Kensington
gurgling jug £40.00 - £80.00

205A A large collection of framed prints including
landscape scenes, portraits etc. (6) £10.00 £20.00

222

A collection of quality cut glass items including
decanters, bowls, water jugs and silver plated
Viners stand etc (2 trays) £30.00 - £60.00

205B Limited edition signed print by David Cobb titled
'The assault on Mount Longsdon' Falkland Isles
11/12 June 1982. £30.00 - £60.00

223

A collection of gilt framed wall mirrors in decorative
frames (4) £15.00 - £30.00

224

Large framed early twentieth century oil on canvas
Dartmoor scene in ebonised frame £25.00 - £50.00

203D Two framed prints with images of railways (2).
£15.00 - £30.00
204

Vintage metal railway sign £25.00 - £50.00

205

Large desktop magnifying glass on stand marked
Watts and Sons Ltd Opticians £40.00 - £80.00

206

207

208

A collection of Wedgwood Suzie Cooper contrast
coffee set and two Poole pottery two tone teasets
circa 1960's £25.00 - £50.00
A large collection of mixed media artwork with
floral and landscape scenes together with a
collection of unmounted watercolour landscape
and scenic pictures (3 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

224A A collection of hardback books on motoring and
Formula One including "Cars and Engines" by L J
Setright, "A Turn Of The Wheel" by Stirling Moss
including many first edition items £40.00 - £80.00
225

A collection of hard and soft back books with an
air pilot theme to include "Test Pilot" by Neville
Duke, "Mantle Of Safety" by Jane F Harley and
226
Commercial Pilots Aircraft logs etc £20.00 - £40.00

209

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Coalport three legged bowl, Charlotte Rhead jug
and dish, Art pottery chargers and oriental items
etc £20.00 - £40.00

210

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton stoneware, Sunderland lustre jug
and Yardley soap dish etc £25.00 - £50.00

211

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wedgwood caneware game pie dish, Copeland
teaware, Carlton and Shelley crested china etc
£20.00 - £40.00

212

A collection of art pottery to include Poole pottery,
Anita Harris vases, Hancock Corona ware etc
£20.00 - £40.00

213

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
230A
Beswick character teapot, Price Kensington dog,
musical Toby Jugs, bird figures etc £20.00 - £40.00 230B
A mixed collection of ceramics and glass to
include Victorian Blue Willow pattern, Wedgwood
230C
leaf plates, a set of six Ruby wine glasses and
two vases etc £20.00 - £40.00

214

215

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware in pale blue
and green to include plates, trinket boxes etc
£40.00 - £80.00

216

A collection of Wedgwood jasper ware in dark and
light blue colouway to include candlesticks, jugs

A mixed collection of twentieth century framed art
work to include seaside scenes, landscape
scenes and large mid century oil on canvas
landscape (5) £20.00 - £40.00
Electric mechanical type label printer with chest of
drawers holding related equipment £20.00 - £40.00

227

Mahogany glazed corner unit with a pair of mid
century chrome satndard lamps and a Black and
Decker Work Mate (4) £20.00 - £40.00

228

Clocks to include Pidduck oak cased mantle
clock, Art Deco Enfield similar item and later
Jupiter thirty one day wall clock (3) £25.00 - £50.00

229

A mixed collection of ceramic and resin items to
include Rhino, Polar Bear, Artone Toby jugs,
Royal Doulton small dog lapping from bowl etc
£20.00 - £40.00

230

A mixed collection of items to include Art glass
vase, Catalonian inspired mid century studio
pottery trays and earlier glass formed oil lamp
£30.00 - £60.00
A large collection of 35mm film slides and Leitz
Pradobit R150 projector (3 trays) £30.00 - £60.00
Leitz Tiltall camera pole, Cullmann tripod and Leitz
travel tripod heads £40.00 - £80.00
A bound collection of Leicafotografie collectors
club booklets dated from 1973-1983 £15.00 £30.00

230D A collection of catalogues and soft back books on
photography £20.00 - £40.00
230E A collection of Leica related hard and soft back
books £20.00 - £40.00
230F A collection of Leica items to include filters,
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Lunasix light meters and similar empty boxes and
adapters £30.00 - £60.00
230G A Leitz Wetzlar Leicaflex SL2 camera in original
leather case and Summicron/R 1..2\50 Canadian
£100.00 - £200.00
231

A collection of 35mm camera equipment to
include Zorki, Maxim, Kodak etc £20.00 - £40.00

and "The Whip" and similar print (3) £20.00 £40.00
244

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative wall plates, commemorative plates,
Royal Winton oversized mug, silver plated cutlery
(2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

245

A mixed collection of items to include - Swiss
Emperor 17 jewel gold plated watch, Timex quartz
similar item, cased Accurist ladies watch, beads,
pearl sets and decorative wall plates. £25.00 £50.00

246

A collection of undecorated blue and white dinner
and tea ware £20.00 - £40.00

247

Decorative embossed wall plaque of a banquet
scene 73cm diameter £5.00 - £10.00

231A Fine 12ft Sharpe Of Aberdeen Spliced Split Cane
Salmon Fly fishing Rod £30.00 - £60.00
231B Sharpes of Aberdeen Salmon Gye Landiing Net
and Cassin branded climbing axe(2) £20.00 £40.00
231C A collection of vintage fishing tackle including ABU
Swedish Flamingo lures, similar Kymoch items
and Hardy items etc £40.00 - £80.00

248
231D A collection of quality course salmon fishing reels
to include Orvis CFO.3 reels, ABU Cardinal 40 and
66 course reels etc £40.00 - £80.00
249
231E A large collection of fishing books including "The
Art of Angling" volumes 1,2 & 3, "Salmon fishing in
little rivers" by Ian Chalmers etc (3 trays) £20.00 £40.00
232

250

Bose radio/CD model AWRC3G £25.00 - £50.00

233

Charles Greville Morris, oil on canvas of old
farmhouse scene in gilt frame £20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
boxed Spode limited edition decorative wall plate,
oak cased wall clock, Masons Mandalay trinket
box, ornamental plates etc (2 trays) £30.00 £60.00
A collection of Meakins Studio pottery to include
part coffee set, dinner plates, tureens etc
(2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

A collection of die cast model vehicles including
Maisto, Jaguar XJ220, Burago E-type Jaguar,
Ferrari F40, Ferrari Testaroosa etc £40.00 - £80.00 250A A large collection of Golly type dolls by various
makers, incuding Deens, canterbury etc Approx
234 A collection of Royal Stafford bone china tea and
40 £80.00 - £160.00
dinnerware with black on white floral decoration
250B A large collection of Merry Thought golly dolls
£20.00 - £40.00
Approx 20 £80.00 - £160.00
234A A large collection of small and tiny character jugs
250C A collection of small Golly type dolls including
from various makers Artone, Woods and Sons,
Golli G and Molli together with a collection of Gills
Burlington etc £20.00 - £40.00
Cousins branded similar items
235 A collection of Royal Doulton Rose Elegans tea
250D A collection of Merrythought and Bryant of
ware to include teapot, cups, saucers, side plates
Cannock classic teddies etc . Approx 19 £50.00 etc £40.00 - £80.00
£100.00
236 A collection of decorative Caverswall Charles
251 A collection of glassware items to include vases,
Dickens Pickwick Club plates and floral plates (4)
cake stands, decorative mid century ornaments
£26.00 - £52.00
etc (2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00
237 A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
252 A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
decorative Harleigh teacups and saucers and a
Kutani Crane teapot, bevel edged wall mirror and
quantity of undecorated similar items £20.00 decorative ethnic ornaments etc (2 trays) £20.00 £40.00
£40.00
238 A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
253 A mixed collection of items to include tin plate
Royal Doulton Larchmont dinner plates, Enoch
boxes, cassette players, purses and oddities etc
Wedgwood Kent patterned part teaset,
(3 trays) £10.00 - £20.00
commemorative mugs and cups and saucers (2
trays) £30.00 - £60.00
254 A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
large model of a shire horse, Melba ware large
239 Green enamel bread bin £15.00 - £30.00
Hereford bull, Sylvac model of an English Bulldog,
240 Graduated set of three brass jam pans £20.00 jasperware type jugs etc (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00
£40.00
255 A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
241 A large brass jam pan and period copper kettle
Meakin cups and saucers, Royal Doulton Old
£15.00 - £30.00
Country Rose saucers, side plates etc (2 trays)
£15.00 - £30.00
242 Signed limited edition print Cranberra by Harley
Crossley dated 1997 £20.00 - £40.00
256 A mixed collection of items to include decorative
figures, glassware, ceramic flower vase etc (2
243 Two framed prints by Cecil Aldin "The Huntsman"
trays) £10.00 - £20.00
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257

A mixture of hard and soft back vintage books to
include standard encyclopedias, London Press
editions of The Three Musketeers etc £10.00 £20.00

258

A mixed collection of teaware to include
Altemburg gilt decorated part teaset, decorative
oriental export ware similar set £30.00 - £60.00

259

A collection of KPM Royal Ivory teaware to include
cups, saucers, side plates, teapot etc £30.00 £60.00

260

A mixed collection of commemorative items to
include coin sets, Millenium editions, The Drei
Kaiser collection etc £20.00 - £40.00

261

A collection of decorative pottery trios to include
Royal Vale floral items, Bavarian decorated similar
items etc £10.00 - £20.00

262

263

264

276

A collection of blue and gilt ironstone Coronation
ware to include serving platters, tureens, vegetable
dishes etc (2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

277

A mixed collection of large serving platters to
include Melba, floral decorated larger item and
others (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

278

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton small figures Sea Shore HN2263,
Fiesta International Edwardian Lady, Art glass and
Nidal Clown etc £25.00 - £50.00

279

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Minton hand decorated cabinet plates, pin trays,
ovals and a quantity of Royal Doulton Paul Evans
seriesware plates entitled Off The Beaten Track
£40.00 - £80.00

280

A mixed collection of glass crystal items to
include Webb Corbridge graduated set of bowls,
cakestands, vases etc (2 trays) £40.00 - £80.00

281

A mixed collection of ceramic and metalware
items to include goblets, tankards, novelty
ceramic money boxes, advertising water jugs,
Price Brothers novelty teapot and biscuit barrel etc
(2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of Sadlers teaware items in the
Abbey Falls design to include teapot, sugar bowl,
milk jug, commemorative mug and Bonnie Prince
Charlie teapot £30.00 - £60.00

282

A boxed Meccano highways vehicle set and
similar number four boxed item and loose army
Meccano parts £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative wall plates, glass ware, Beswick
Beatrix Potter figures, flower vases etc £25.00 £50.00

283

A collection of hardback books including first
edition hardback The Siege Of Malta by
Francesca Balbi Di Correggio and nine volumes by
Sir Walter Scott etc £15.00 - £30.00

284

A mixed collection of items to include Great War
commemorative beaker, Royal Windsor motoring
themed cups, champagne glasses, decorative war
themed prints, Formular One memorabilia etc (2
trays) £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Crownford Polka Dot part teaset, green and gilt
ironstone similar item, H.J Woods posy basket
etc (2) £15.00 - £30.00

265

Boxed Radio Times limited edition Thunderbirds
commemorative set £20.00 - £40.00

266

A mixed collection of boxed diecast vehicles to
include Matchbox models of yesteryear, Great
wheels of the world series, Crinkley Bottom
themed items etc £20.00 - £40.00

267

A collection of boxed Days Gone By, Ledo and
other branded diecast vehicles £30.00 - £60.00

285

268

A collection of Royal Stafford floral dishwasher
safe tea ware to include cups, saucers, plates etc
£30.00 - £60.00

Twentieth century copper spirit kettle and similar
harp trivet stand £15.00 - £30.00

286

A copper and brass reproduction Egyptian themed
casket with stag decoration £15.00 - £30.00

269

A collection of quality glassware including wine
glasses, champagne flutes etc £20.00 - £40.00

287

Twentieth century floral gilt decorated tall pot
pourri vase £20.00 - £40.00

270

A collection of items to include wine glasses, port
glasses, whisky tumblers etc £20.00 - £40.00

288

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Leonardo art deco resin girl figurine, decorative
wall pockets, glassware etc £15.00 - £30.00

271

A mixed collection of cut and pressed glass to
include flower baskets, vases, tumblers, etc
£15.00 - £30.00

289

272

Two quality cut glass decanters (2) £15.00 - £30.00

273

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative wall plates, boxed mid century glass
items etc (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

A mixed collection of ceramic and glassware
items to include Royal Albert Blue Blossom dinner
plates, pressed glass decanters, sherry glasses,
early Carlton ware plates, Sadlers biscuit barrel
etc (2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

290

A collection of mid century teaware in dark brown,
cream and oatmeal together with similar wine
carafe £25.00 - £50.00

A mixed collection of items to include Revlon
beauty mirror, Bush FM radio, lamps etc (5)
£10.00 - £20.00

291

Early Bakelite dial telephone £15.00 - £30.00

292

Thomas and Williams tie 4 miners lamp £20.00 £40.00

293

Gilded brass candelabra £20.00 - £40.00

274

275

A collection of studio pottery in pale blue, drinking
mugs marked A.J. Tamms England soup bowls
etc £20.00 - £40.00
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294

295

A collection of Royal Warwick blue and white ware
to include dinner plates, serving platters, vegetable 312
dishes etc £15.00 - £30.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Albert Lady Hamilton patterned cups,
saucers and side plates, similar Regal Series
items etc £20.00 - £40.00

296

Silver brush and mirror set with cherub embossed
design £40.00 - £80.00

297

A collection of metal ware items including brass
inkwells, silver plated condiment sets, pewter tea
tea pots etc(2 trays)

A collection of Woods and Sons Charles Dickens
Toby jugs to include Uriah Heep, Fagin, Mr
Pickwick, Mrs Gamp, Scrooge, Peggotty, Bob
Cratchit and Tiny Tim, Mr Micawber, Miss
Haversham, Little Nell, Oliver Twist and David
Copperfield (12) £40.00 - £80.00

314

A collection of cut and pressed glass to include
decanters, tankards, claret jugs etc £30.00 £60.00

22 piece Tea set - Elizabethan Swiss Cottage
bone china £10.00 - £20.00

299

315
A mixed collection items to include - ornate
tapestry landscape scene, Wedgwood Franklin
Bowl and early Ironstone Geneva patterned serving
platter and similar tureen. £30.00 - £60.00
316
A mixed collection of quality cut glass items to
include wine glasses, champagne flutes, cut glass
fruit bowls, etc. (2 Trays) £20.00 - £40.00

301

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
floral decorated cake stands, small Wedgwood
Sarah designed octagonal plate, Portmeirion
embossed water jug and a selection of ruby glass
items. £20.00 - £40.00

302

A mixed collection of boxed ceramic item to
include oriental influenced musical boxes etc
£30.00 - £60.00

303

A mixed collection of items to include commemorative cups, jugs, together with a
selection of vintage camera equipment. £20.00 £40.00

304

A collection of Beswick Art Deco embossed items
to include large floral decorated butter dish, similar
handled vase, model 844-2 flower vase, etc.
£30.00 - £60.00

305

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
commemorative mugs , onyx ashtrays,oversized
Victorian mug and mid century part tea set £15.00
- £30.00

306

Grafton Malvern 21pce porcelain tea set, together
with Grosvenor bone china 21 piece tea set.
Appears in good condition. £20.00 - £40.00

307

21 pieces of Wedgwood jasperware (16 green & 5
blue) including large bowl - all appear in good
condition. £40.00 - £80.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include a
large commemorative Spode fruit bowl, decorative
Capodimonte style figures etc (2 trays) £15.00 £30.00

313

298

300

forks etc £40.00 - £80.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
leather Estrebrook desk tidy, decorative synch
bags, dressing table set etc £25.00 - £50.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include Wedgwood Sarah's Garden pattern large serving
platter, similar cake stand, Christmas themed
Spode dinner plates etc. Three trays. £20.00 £40.00

317

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include mid century glass signed art ware vase,
Wedgwood dinner plates, Royal Albert Dimitri
Rose fruit bowl, etc. Two trays. £20.00 - £40.00

318

A collection of Wedgwood items to include - Blue
Jasper ware pin trays, vases together with similar
necklaces and boxed commemorative mug sets.
£25.00 - £50.00

319

A mixed collection of items to include - hand
coloured Victorian etching, framed prints, post
1948 crowns and a large Portmeirion Botanical
Vase. Two trays. £20.00 - £40.00

321

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton figure Lorraine HN3118, Little Bo
Peep HN2020 (both seconds), Aynsley Wild Tudor
vase, Royal Norfolk pickle jars etc (2 trays

321A A collection of mixed teaware to include Harley
floral patterned items, similar Royal Albert
Centennial Rose side plates etc £20.00 - £40.00
321B A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Spirit Horse, large Melba Ware
Shire horse, damaged Beswick Corgi dog and
Royal Doulton character jug Merlin D6529 £30.00 £60.00
322

A mixed collection of metal ware items to include
silver commemorative cup with wedding memorial
inscription( weight 623 grams), together with
similar silver plated items, oak cased barometer
etc £20.00 - £40.00

308

10 Wedgwood jasperware Christmas plates
together with Eisenhower black basalt limited
edition bust 1015 / 5000 with COA. £20.00 - £40.00

309

Job lot mixed ceramics inc Copeland Spode
vases, Paragon, Saddler Tea pot etc £20.00 £40.00

323

A mixed collection of metal ware items to include
horse brasses, tankards, decorative items etc
£20.00 - £40.00

310

Mixed lot of ceramics and decanter £20.00 £40.00

324

311

A collection of silver plated items to include
goblets, candelabras, toast racks, knives and

A mixed collection of metal ware items to include
silver plated teasets, similar chocolate kettles,
decorative pheasant ornaments etc £30.00 £60.00
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325

340

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Burslem Pottery art glazed vases with Newcastle
under Lyme Octocentenary Charter bowl £20.00 £40.00

341

A collection of Schmid boxed musical character
figures to include Squirrel Nutkin, The Tale Of
Flopsy Bunnies, Collectable picture frame, Down
The Old Mailstream, Younger Than Springtime,
Beatrix Potter Duchess, The Roly Poly Pudding
and My Favourite Things (8) £40.00 - £80.00

A collection of Staffordshire blue and white items
to include serving platters, tureens, lidded jars,
side plates and folding oak plate stand (2) £20.00 £40.00

342

A large collection of wall and mantle plates to
include Bradford Exchange Beatrix Potter items,
similar Royal Doulton themed items etc (2 trays)
£25.00 - £50.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wedgwood jasperware vases, trinket boxes with
similar Adams style items, decorative condiment
sets, Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figure Miss Tiggy
Winkle Takes Tea BP6A ETC £20.00 - £40.00

343

A collection of Pendelfin figures to include Barney,
Holly, Sleeper, Babes, Rocky etc (14) £20.00 £40.00

328

Cased Aynsley Pembroke design coffee set and
matching teapot £40.00 - £80.00

344

329

A collection of floral decorated teaware, Royal
Albert trinket boxes and Royal Doulton series
ware plate The Falconer £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative floral patterned miniature teapots,
commemorative mugs, lattice work modern
platters, decorative wall plates and Varden wall
pocket (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

330

A mixed collection of items to include brass
planters and flower basket, floral decorated mantle
mirror, damaged Beswick sheep and lambs etc
£15.00 - £30.00

345

331

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Paragon Victorian Rose part teaset with similar
Johnson Brothers ironstone floral decorated part
teaset £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
decorative water jugs, early ironstone floral
decorated plates, Indian wood and brass carving
knife set, commemorative items etc (2 trays)
£30.00 - £60.00

346

A large collection of Royal Stafford for House Of
Fraser ironstone dinnerware with three boxes of
similar items (4) £10.00 - £20.00

326

327

A collection of Schmid boxed musical character
figures to include My Favourite Things, A Spoon
Full Of Sugar, Peter Cottontail, Down The Old
Millstream, Brahms Lullaby, Music Box, Squirrel
Nutkin, The Tailor Of Gloucester (8) £40.00 £80.00

332

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Carlton Ware floral decorated abstract design part
teaset together with commemorative coins and
bank notes etc £20.00 - £40.00

347

A mixed collection of items to include boxed glass
sets, continental crystal candle sticks, decanters
Carlton Ware Rouge Royale dish, Royal Doulton
Falstaff Toby jug etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

333

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Adderley floral decorated part teaset, similar
coffee set and Paragon part coffee set £25.00 £50.00

348

A collection of Caverswall Nature Series limited
decorative plates (6) £26.00 - £52.00

349

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
embossed decorative Prince of Wales
commemorative jug, embossed large decorative
teapot, novelty egg store, similar teapot, umarked
parian bust, decorative china items etc (2 trays)
£40.00 - £80.00

350

A collection of quality pottery plates including
Aynsley, Coalport war planes, Wedgwood plates
etc, mostly boxed (11) £30.00 - £60.00

351

An interesting mixed collection of items to include
19th century Chinese Rose plate (chips to edges),
commemorative items, metalised Toby Jug etc
£30.00 - £60.00

334

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Rochester patterned Royal Stafford part teaset
with Wedgwood Jasperware items and boxed Hot
Wheels Formular One car £20.00 - £40.00

335

A mixed collection of boxed Corgi trucks to
include limited edition Doorenbos Transport BV,
Wrefords Transport DAF XF Space cab, Pete
Osbourne Scania Curtain Side lorry, Invictaway
set, Ledo Austin A40 van and similar Thames
Trader van (7) £40.00 - £80.00

336

A collection of costume jewellery to include
brooches, beads, watches etc £30.00 - £60.00

352

337

A collection of vintage chess pieces including
foldable board and Staunton ABC of Chess book
£30.00 - £60.00

A collection of late 19th century hand decorated
floral tea and dinnerware to include cups, saucers
and side plates etc £20.00 - £40.00

353

338

A collection of Poole mottled grey and pink
decorated tea ware to include teapot, cups and
saucers etc £40.00 - £80.00

339

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
GWS Windsor floral decorated coffee set and
West German similar items £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
metalised teapots, early Crown Staffordshire floral
decorated miniatures, Cranberry glassware, Royal
Doulton Bunnykind mug (damaged) etc £25.00 £50.00

354

A collection of embossed earthenware items
together with similar Parian jugs and vases
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£20.00 - £40.00
355

356

357

A large collection of Royal Albert Old Country
Rose items to include teapot, cups, saucers, side
plates etc (2 trays) £40.00 - £80.00
A collection of Wedgwood dinnerware in the
Crestwick design to include large soup bowl,
dinner plates, serving platters, cups etc £40.00 £80.00
A collection of Royal Albert Serena patterned
dinnerware to include cups, saucers, side plates,
teapot etc £40.00 - £80.00

358

A collection of floral Silesia floral decorated
teaware to include teacups, milk jugs, side plates
etc £40.00 - £80.00

359

A collection of Shelley teaware in the Rosebud
design to include serving plate, side plates, cups,
saucers etc £40.00 - £80.00

360

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Aynsley Pembroke patterned vase, similar Wild
Tudor item, Wedgwood Crown Saphire cups,
decorative plates and large Royal Doulton
seriesware planter etc £25.00 - £50.00

together with similar Myott items etc. Two trays.
£15.00 - £30.00
373

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include Art
Nouveau hand decorated vases, German beer
steins, wall clocks, damaged Royal Doulton
character jugs and figures (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

374

A collection of pressed glass - heavy glass
decanters together with large Portmeirion Pomona
pattern fruit bowl. £15.00 - £30.00

375

Two boxed Wade House Of Bells sealed Scotch
Whisky decanters (2) £30.00 - £60.00

376

A collection of Wedgwood Thomas The Tank
Engine Seriesware items to include childs teaset,
Aynsley and other commemorative cups and
mugs £10.00 - £20.00

377

Two hard back illustrated childrens books, The
Magic Wood and A Happy Prince (2) £10.00 £20.00

378

A collection of limited edition Aynsley handled
vases and Cauldon ware jewelled commemorative
plates, glass vases (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

379

361

A collection of blue and white items to include
modern water jug and bowl, similar jardiniere and
decorative cheese plate (4) £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of novelty and vintage whistles to
include policemans, railway and sailor type £30.00
- £60.00

380

362

A collection of mid century pressed and cut glass
items to include vases etc (2 trays) £15.00 £30.00

A collection of twentieth century art glass to
include vases, bowls, Whitefriars type items etc
£20.00 - £40.00

381

363

Art Deco mottled glass ceiling light shade £20.00 £40.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include Art
Deco hand decorated E. Radford water jugs,
Arthur Wood decorative vases etc £20.00 - £40.00

364

A mixed collection of Wedgwood items to include
Queensware lilac jasperware items, trinket boxes
etc £25.00 - £50.00

382

A mixed collection of items to include Prakitica
SLR camera , Promura MC 300mm lens, silevr
bangle and ceramic teapots £15.00 - £30.00

365

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include fruit bowls, cups, saucers, commemorative
plates etc £30.00 - £60.00

383

Framed Oriental Silk panel with parrot decoration
together with similar oriental framed art work of
people in regional costume(2) £30.00 - £60.00

366

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Melba gilt decorated part teaset, decorative Price
& Kensington teapots, etc (2 trays) £25.00 £50.00

384

A large collection Royal Albert old country roses
including plates, tureen & cover, tea sets, teapot,
dishes, soup cups etc (4 trays, approx 100 items)
£200.00 - £400.00

367

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Albert Lavender Rose patterned part teaset,
similar country scenes patterned items, Royal
Doulton Buronet patterned dinner plates (seconds)
with a large collection of commemorative cups,
mugs and plates (2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00

385

A collection of Radford & Sons floral decorated
teaware including cups, saucers and side plates
etc £25.00 - £50.00

386

A mixed collection of vintage lace and
embroidered items including tea towels, bed linen,
doilys etc £10.00 - £20.00

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton Centennial Rose patterned side plates,
tureen, gravy boat with Minton Haddon Hall
dessert plates etc £30.00 - £60.00

387

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
novelty embossed water jugs, gilded plates,
Aynsley trinket boxes, Royal Albert Beatrix Potter
figure etc £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Worcester tortoise decorated bowls £25.00 £50.00

388

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include E
Radford hand decorated vase and plate, nineteenth
century floral decorated Wedgwood Pearl Camilla
serving platter and stand etc £30.00 - £60.00

368

369

370

372

A mixed collection of Regency and Royal
Standard Tea and Coffee ware to include - teapot,
cups, saucers, side plates etc. £20.00 - £40.00
A collection of Sheriden floral pattern dinner ware
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388A Masons Ironstone fruit bowl designed for Libertys
£20.00 - £40.00

389

390

391

392

393

394

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
large Morrocan storage jar and Royal Doulton
405
Centenial Golfing World Collection wall plate and
two decorative tiles of Vivien and Vinevere £30.00 £60.00
406
A collection of nineteenth century cut glass items
to include custard glasses, champagne bowls etc
£40.00 - £80.00
407
A mixed collection of 18th and 19th century blue
and white items to include Cauthly items etc
£40.00 - £80.00
408
A mixed collection of 19th century Boar war
commemorative ale glasses with commemorative
etched names to reverse and khaki clad
409
gentleman to the front £40.00 - £80.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Majolica bread dish, similar leaf patterned platters
etc £40.00 - £80.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
silver plated teapot, carnival glass vases,
unmarked parian ware lidded dish, early leaded
soldiers and animals etc £40.00 - £80.00

395

A mixed collection of items to include drinking
vessels, decorative wall plates, tea strainers etc (3
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

396

A collection of 19th century water jugs and basins
together with similar chamber pots (some
damage) £20.00 - £40.00

397

398

A collection of silver plated items to include coffee pots, tea pots, serving platters, toast racks,
dessert spoons salt cellars etc. £40.00 - £80.00

400

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Sadler novelty teapots, similar St Harbour china
items, sage green pin tray and vase and
Springfield part teaset £20.00 - £40.00

400A A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items
including dark blue large jar & cover, large light
blue egg bowl, lilac small trinket boxes etc (9)
£40.00 - £80.00
401

402

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Flambe seated fox, ceramic duck
plaque, Russian made badger and Beswick small
owl £30.00 - £60.00
A mixed collection of silver plated items to include
teapot, coffee pot, cream jug, condiment sets etc
£20.00 - £40.00

A collection of pink floral Royal Albert and Tuscan
teaware to include cups, saucers, side plates,
teapot etc £30.00 - £60.00
A collection of Royal Grafton floral decorated
dinnnerware and similar Queen Anne china Kismet
dinner plates £10.00 - £20.00
Kevin Francis Peggy Davis large grotesque bird
"The Whisperer" modelled by Robert Tabbenor in
Ruby Fusion colourway £80.00 - £160.00
Kevin Francis Peggy Davis large grotesque bird
"The Listener" by Robert Tabbenor in Ruby Fusion
£80.00 - £160.00
Kevin Francis Peggy Davis large grotesque bird
"The secret Keeper" by Robert Tabbenor in Ruby
Fusion £80.00 - £160.00

410

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis large grotesque bird
The Phoenix modelled by Robert Tabbenor in
Ruby Fusion colourway £100.00 - £200.00

411

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition erotic
figure Beach Bella £100.00 - £200.00

412

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition erotic
figure Lolita £100.00 - £200.00

413

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition erotic
figure Phoebe in pink colourway £70.00 - £140.00

414

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition erotic
figure Phoebe in green colourway £70.00 - £140.00

A collection of Staffordshire figures to include
415
Staffordshire type green and white decorated dogs
together with a large Cavalier figure £20.00 - £40.00
416
A collection of Royal Graffton blue and white floral
decorated teaware to include cups, saucers, side
417
plates etc £40.00 - £80.00

399

Hall teaware £30.00 - £60.00

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis figure La Brize, guild
piece 1999-2000 £75.00 - £150.00
Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition figure
Ethereal Beauty £100.00 - £200.00
Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition figure
Mexican Dancer £100.00 - £200.00

418

A pair of Kevin Francis Peggy Davis limited edition
figures "Sea Spirits" £80.00 - £160.00

419

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis ceramic limited edition
figure Peggy £60.00 - £120.00

420

Kevin Francis Peggy Davis large grotesque bird
"The Phoenix" by Robert Tabbenor £100.00 £200.00

421

Kevin Francis limited edition character jug Queen
Elizabeth II 40th Jubilee £30.00 - £60.00

422

Kevin Francis limited edition character jug King
Henry VIII £30.00 - £60.00

423

Kevin Francis limited edition character jug Maurice
Wideman £30.00 - £60.00

424

Two Kevin Francis limited edition character jugs
Salvador Dali and Picasso (2) £50.00 - £100.00

425

No Lot £20.00 - £40.00

403

A collection of brassware items to include vases,
candlesticks, mantle clock etc £20.00 - £40.00

426

A large collection of studio ware jugs, vases in
plain and treacle glazes £30.00 - £60.00

404

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Minton decorative wall plates of castle themes,
Spode religious wall plates and Minton Haddon

427

A large collection of Wedgwood mottled green
oven to table ware including dinner plates, side
plates, cooking pots etc (2 trays) £30.00 - £60.00
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428

429

430

A large collection of cut and pressed glass items
to include tumblers, wine glasses, ale glasses etc
(4 trays) £40.00 - £80.00
A large collection of modern Scotts Of Stow
dishwasher safe dinnerware with floral decoration
to include dinner plates, serving platters, mugs etc
(2 trays) £25.00 - £50.00
A mixed collection of items to include Portmerion
floral decorated wall clock, Aynsley decorative wall
plates, Peter Rabbit oatmeal dishes, cups and
saucers etc (2 trays) £30.00 - £60.00

431

A mixed collection of Wedgwood jasperware items
to include commemorative teapots, pin trays,
vases etc £40.00 - £80.00

432

A collection of Alfred Meakin floral decorated tea
and coffee ware £20.00 - £40.00

433

A mixed collection of items to include decorative
flower vases, Wedgwood Wild Strawberry
patterned small urn, decorative wall plates, Toby
jugs etc £20.00 - £40.00

434

435

(2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00
444

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include cut glass crystal Royal Doulton vase and fruit bowl
and Minton Ancestral dinner set. 5 Trays. £40.00 £80.00

445

A mixed collection of items to include wrought iron
pictorial plate dated 1898, cased ostrich feather
fans (condition unknown) and Edwardian
decanters £25.00 - £50.00

445A A mixed collection of items to include decorative
vases, soda syphons, Royal Doulton Carlisle
dinner plates, Royal Albert Old Country Roses
cake stand and clock etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
445B A mixed collection of items to include sherry
glasses, tumblers, cocktail glasses and large
diecast metal Petroprimo statue of horse and rider
£20.00 - £40.00
445C Eccles type 6 brass miners lamp £15.00 - £30.00
445D Large hardback "The Life and Times Of Sir Stanley
Mathews CBE" £15.00 - £30.00

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include sage green vases, trinket boxes, ashtrays
together with blue jasperware similar items
£40.00 - £80.00
A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
Queensware footed bowl in Medway design, gold
plated Ingesol pocket watch, ceramic jugs,
commemorative items, Wade novelty items etc (3
trays) £15.00 - £30.00

445E A collection of mid century German large vases
and two later large lamp bases (4) £10.00 - £20.00
446

A mixed collection of items to include framed silk
postcards circa WWI, local interest Butt Lane
commemorative plate, Wade Heath embossed
teapot etc (3 trays) £30.00 - £60.00

450

A mixed collection of items to include silver plated
tea and coffee set and Franklin Mint limited edition
decorative plates £20.00 - £40.00

451

A mixed collection of hand finished and
commemorative cabinet plates to include
Marlborough, Delphine, Aynsley etc £20.00 £40.00

436

A mixed collection of autographed framed prints to
include Paul Gascoine, Wayne Rooney etc (4)
£20.00 - £40.00

437

A collection of Royal Doulton Lucien patterned
hand finished teaware comprising cups, saucers,
side plates, serving platters etc £50.00 - £100.00

452

A collection of Royal Cauldon floral patterned
ironstone dinnerware to include cups, saucers,
tureens and large Adams Chinese patterned fruit
bowl (2 Trays) £40.00 - £80.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
graduated Wedgwood Queensware vase set, large
Johnson Brothers fruit bowl, Beswick limited
edition Christmas plates etc £30.00 - £60.00

453

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wedgwood Aztec patterned teapot, tureen, gravy
boat, Coalport Mayfield patterned vase and
Aynsley coffee mugs £30.00 - £60.00

454

A collection of Wedgwood items to include
commemorative plates, ashtrays, trinket boxes
and pin trays etc £30.00 - £60.00

438

439

440

441

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Winton metalised teapots with matching cream
and sugar bowls, unbranded floral patterned cake
stands x 3, early Copeland Spode Rosebud chintz
patterned teaware etc (2 trays) £40.00 - £80.00

A mixed collection of items to include a large
455
amount of framed prints, cigarette card albums,
hard back books on Cliff Richard and Formula One
(2 Trays) £15.00 - £30.00
456
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Lilliput Lane Houses, Wedgwood sage green
decorative items, ceramic car figures, water jugs
etc (4 trays) £30.00 - £60.00

442

A large collection of pressed glass items to
include decanters, butterfly dishes, champagne
flutes etc (4 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

443

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
coffee grinders, shop scales and novelty tin boxes
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A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include part teaset, decorative bells, trinket boxes,
condiment sets etc £40.00 - £80.00
A collection of Wedgwood items to include
Queens blue mantle clock, jasperware footed fruit
bowl, animal themed pin trays, glass boxed
mantle clocks and similar cased jewellery sets
£40.00 - £80.00

457

A collection of Wedgwood items to include
terracotta on black Egyptian themed items, tricolour decorative plate, white on lemon trinket
boxes etc £40.00 - £80.00

458

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include

461

462

463

Thelwell themed horse, similar unmounted
posters, Royal Doulton lady figure Fleur HN2158
etc £20.00 - £40.00

cups and saucers £30.00 - £60.00
479

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
large Wedgwood footed fruit bowl, sage green
similar candlesticks, blue trinket box and floral
decorated dinner plates £40.00 - £80.00

A large collection of undecorated dinnerware to
include cups, saucers and side plates etc (3
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

480

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
Wild Strawberry side plates, similar small teapot
and seconds similar pasta bowls, Johnson
Brothers mid century serving plates etc (2 trays)
£15.00 - £30.00

481

Brass and Galvanized Milk Churn 44cm high
£10.00 - £20.00

482

Six pieces of Pratts Greek Pottery - plates, vases
etc. Largest vase 31cm high £30.00 - £60.00

483

Geoffrey Cowton Limited Edition print 19/750
Matterdal. 36cm x 44cm £10.00 - £20.00

484

Border Fine Arts Prestige Figure Group 'A Warm
Day Walling' Limited Edition 725/1250 28cm wide.
£40.00 - £80.00

485

Pair of china ' ORIENT EXPRESS ' cups wth
covers. 12.5cm high overall. £10.00 - £20.00

486

Job lot including Pair Beswick Dogs, Royal
Doulton Fagin and Royal Doulton Marie, 4 x Royal
Doulton Brambly Hedge (seconds) & other items.
£20.00 - £40.00

487

A collection of Royal Crown Derby undecorated
teaware together with similar seconds Burnwood
decorated wall plates £25.00 - £50.00

488

A collection of items including wood animal
carvings,2 prints,Beswick Owl, pottery etc £15.00 £30.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Carlisle teapot, milk jug and lidded
sugar bowl and Grosvenor part tea set (2 trays)
£40.00 - £80.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wedgwood Queensare candlesticks, Port Of Call
part coffee set, similar decorative teaset (2 trays)
£20.00 - £40.00

464

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Cottage ware tea pot, cheese dish, barley twist
candlesticks, cased shisha pipe, faux alligator
skin hand bag (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

465

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
floral decorated part dinnerset, blue and white
dinnerware and large serving platters etc (3 trays)
£15.00 - £30.00

466

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Gibsons gilt decorated teapot, art glass items, etc
(3 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

467

Turn of the century tin hat box, chromed oil lamp
and small decorative bird cage (3) £15.00 - £30.00

468

Two studio pottery treacle glazed ironstone vases
(2) £15.00 - £30.00

469

Large leather covered decorative elephant £10.00 489
£20.00

470

471

472

A mixed collection of items to include Minton Buff
Gemevese boxed vases and 1988 Wedgwood
commemorative plate and Ultimate Boxing boxed
set £10.00 - £20.00

19th century Grimwades pottery jug & bowl set (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

490

Framed 19th Century print titled the Proclamation
of Castlereach supplement from United Ireland
newspaper dated 1887 £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of toy car related items to
include vintage matchbox models of yesteryear,
with a F1 scalextric kit etc (2 trays) £20.00 £40.00

491

A mxeed collection of mixed media artwork to
include still life studies, landscapes and
mozaics(7) £25.00 - £50.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items including
Toby jugs, Novelty milk jugs, unbranded ceramic
horse figures etc £20.00 - £40.00

492

A collection of items to include large Galway
crystal decanter, another crystal decanter (stopper
chipped), Royal Crown Derby paperweight of
Robin, Wedgwood footed bowl and brass oil lamp
base (5) £30.00 - £60.00

493

Beswick grey cantering shire 950, Shetland foal,
palomino foal 1817 and brown foal (4) £30.00 £60.00

494

A large collection of Enoch Wedgewood
dinnerware in Asiatic Pheasants, Orinetal
Pheasants and Kent patterns. (80 pieces in two
trays) £40.00 - £80.00

495

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include large Melba ware lioness, lion, oriental theme
ceramic figures, etc. Two trays. £20.00 - £40.00

496

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include Crown Staffordshire floral decorated part Tea Set,

474

A mixed collection of items to include wedgwood
plates, box type camera, electric shock type
massager etc £10.00 - £20.00

475

A mixed collection of items to include glassware,
Lambeth type storage jar, stainless steel teaset
etc (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

476

A collection of sage green Wedgwood items to
include dressing table oval pin trays, vases, trinket
boxes, ashtrays etc £30.00 - £60.00

477

A collection of Wedgwood blue jasperware items
to include vases, urns, oval pin trays, trinket
boxes etc £30.00 - £60.00

478

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Graffton Charmont floral patterned teaset with
similar unbranded items, decorative Aynsley tea
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decorative mugs, commemorative items, together
with a pressed glass breakfast set. Two trays.
£20.00 - £40.00
497

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include Royal Albert Trillium pattern Tea pot, Wedgwood
vase, glassware items etc. Two trays. £20.00 £40.00

497A Two Moorcroft Clematis and Hisbiscus on blue
ground ashtrays (2) £30.00 - £60.00
498

A collection of Garanti lead crystal figures inc.
elephant, owl, eagle, etc. £20.00 - £40.00

499

20th Century Mikado Chinese decorated tea set.
£25.00 - £50.00

500

501

502

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include large footed fruit bowl, commemorative
Christmas plates, decorative vases etc £30.00 £60.00

motor magazines, some still sealed (2 trays)
£10.00 - £20.00
514

A large collection of F1 magazine and similar
motor magazines, some still sealed (2 trays
£10.00 - £20.00

515

A large collection of Smash and POW comics
dated from the 1960's and 1970's including POW!
No 1,2,3 and 4 (2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

516

A collection of vintage children's toys including
boxed magic robots set, railway stock waggons,
wooden castle, Timpo soldiers (2 trays) £20.00 £40.00

517

A collection of Formula One caps including
Monaco themed items, Rothmans Lucky Strike
etc £20.00 - £40.00

518

A large collection of vinatge camera equipment to
include boxed cameras, Yaschica, Conway items
etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of items to include crystal
brandy glasses, silver plated items and
519
commemorative mugs etc (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00
A collection of Royal Albert Old Country Rose
items to include part tea and coffee sets and mid
sized dinner plates £40.00 - £80.00

A mixed collection of 1960's and 1970's LP's and
singles to include Beatles, Elvis Queen etc (2
Boxes) £20.00 - £40.00

520

A mixed collection of items to include mid century
brass desk lamp, Phillip Ashderry and sons
pewter and glass condiment set and marbled art
deco ceiling lamp £15.00 - £30.00

503

Benrose & Sons printed Staffordshire Past &
Present magazine (poor condition) £10.00 - £20.00

504

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
blue and white Sadlers Nanking patterned teapot,
Royal Cauldon ware ginger jar, wall plates and
Wedgwood jasperware trinket and pin trays
£20.00 - £40.00

521

A pair of Wedgwood black basalt vases, height
32cm (2) £50.00 - £100.00

522

Thomas and Forster and Sons large Majolica
jardiniere and stand in green £20.00 - £40.00

523

Zsolnay Pecs signed figure £30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of items to include cased
French WWI era binnoculars, similar cased
cameras and silver plated cutlery £20.00 - £40.00

524

Bronze lady holding flower basket , height 44cm
£75.00 - £150.00

525
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
526
Doulton Lambeth decorated vases, Burleigh
ironstone vase, decorative Losol blue and white
plates, ribbed creamware milk jug £20.00 - £40.00 527
A collection of 1960's and 1970's LP's including
ELO, Elton John, The New Seekers, Glen
Campbell and many similar singles £10.00 - £20.00
528
A collection of easy listening LP's and box sets
including Aled Jones, Jim Reeves etc (2 trays)
£10.00 - £20.00
529
A collection of Cliff Richard and The Shadows
memorabilia to include LP's, books, calendars,
tour magazines etc £20.00 - £40.00

Ornate brass bust of a goddess £25.00 - £50.00

505

506

507

508

509

510

A collection of easy reading and Readers Digest
hard and soft back books (2 trays) £10.00 - £20.00

511

A collection of comics, annuals and headline
magazine to include Eagle, Beano, Victor etc (2
trays) £10.00 - £20.00

512

A large collection of Formular One car racing
related soft and hard back books including titles
Lewis Hamilton, Jackie Stewart, Alain Prost etc (2
trays) £10.00 - £20.00

513

A large collection of F1 magazine and similar
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A large sized PADDINGTON Bear 50cm inc. hat.
£10.00 - £20.00
A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Crown Derby commemorative pin tray,
commemorative mugs, cups, decorative wall
plates etc £25.00 - £50.00
A mixed collection of items to include Carplay
boxed toy building set, Crewe South Cheshire
Motorcar Club badge etc £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of vintage Corgi cars to include Aston
Martin DB5, Ford Zepher, Olds Mobile, Dodge
Charger, Jaguar Mark X, Ten Tonne army truck,
centurian tank etc £30.00 - £60.00
529A A collection of Britains limited edition toy soldier
set to include Royal Marine Artillery, The Band Of
The Corps Of The Royal Engineer and Ceremonial
Collection pillbox £50.00 - £100.00
529B A collection of unboxed Corgi, Matchbox and other
diecast vehicles including lorries, sportscars etc
£20.00 - £40.00
529C A large collection of Del Prado lead soldiers to
include items from the UK, USA, German,
Russian, French Armies (70) £40.00 - £80.00

529D Mahogany Toy Car display unit with glazed doors ,
height 84cm £20.00 - £40.00

544

Royal Albert Old Country Rose 21pce teaset in
original packaging £30.00 - £60.00

530

A collection of vintage Corgi vehicles to include
Mercedes Benz 220, Bentley Continental, Rolls
Royce Silver Wraith, Lincoln Continental, Ford
Thunderbird, Daimler lorry etc £30.00 - £60.00

545

A collection of boxed Aynsley commemorative
mugs, cups and water jugs (20) £40.00 - £80.00

546

Large bronze figure of a lady dancing on a marble
base, height 66cm £150.00 - £300.00

A collection of vintage Corgi vehicles to include a
mark one Batmoblie, Bedford Tractor unit with
Chipperfield Circus design etc £30.00 - £60.00

547

A Poole Studio pottery footed dish with seagull
design by Sally Tuffin £40.00 - £80.00

531

532

533

534

548
A collection of vintage Corgi vehicles to include
mark one Land Rover, Turntable Fire Escape,
Mobile Train, Unibob 460, Pressure re-fueller, Blaw- 549
Knox bulldozer etc £30.00 - £60.00
A large collection of brassware items to include
vases, horses, carriages, ashtrays, cannons etc
£30.00 - £60.00

534B Lima train set boxed, together with a job lot of
vintage die cast vehicles including
Tonka, Matchbox, Dinky, Matchbox Superkings
etc £20.00 - £40.00

Three limited edition Heron Cross Denise Steele
hand decorated items to include Sunray jug, Fiji
vase and Spring jar and cover (3) £30.00 - £60.00

550

Royal Doulton figure Joanne HN3422, Danielle
HN3001, Best Wishes HN3971, Dawn HN3600
and Ninette HN3379 (5) (all seconds) £25.00 £50.00

551

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
commemorative mugs, hand decorated water jugs,
Wade floral decorated water jugs (2 trays) £20.00 £40.00

552

A mixed collection of dinnerware items to include
Royal Albert Moss Rose, Minton Lorraine,
Hammersley India Tree and a selection of Royal
Doulton Aegean items £20.00 - £40.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Arthur Woods ginger jar, Wade ashtrays, Coalport
village clock, decorative wall plates, Royal Doulton
embossed Balloon Seller and Balloon Man wall
plate (seconds) (2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Wedgwood commemorative mugs
£30.00 - £60.00

534A Mamod Live Steam Wagon - SW1 with booklet
and accesories - safe practice dictates that this is
correctly tested and checked prior to use. £20.00 £40.00

A selection of Lladro and Nao figures in matt and
gloss finishes (5) £40.00 - £80.00

553

535

A collection of unusual Wedgwood
commemorative mugs including jasperware
Queensware and all black variations £30.00 £60.00

536

A mixed collection of items to include Wedgwood
554
Marina part teaset together with Ulander items and
five Ascot design dishes £40.00 - £80.00

537

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include sage green boxes, black on yellow pin
trays, basalt trinket boxes etc £40.00 - £80.00

538

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include trinket boxes, vases, pin trays etc £40.00 £80.00

539

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware blue items
including pin dishes, commemorative ashtrays,
oblong trays, pin trays etc £40.00 - £80.00

540

541

A collection of Royal Grafton Viscount patterned
dinnerware to include cups, saucers, dinner
plates, side plates etc £40.00 - £80.00

555

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Midwinter Style Craft Nature and Study part teaset
and Paragon cups and saucers and Carlton Ware
Australia patterned dishes (2 trays) £30.00 £60.00

556

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton Covington side plates and saucers,
Minton pink undecorated part teaset and similar
Bellmeade dinner plates £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of items to include Foley china
miniature cup and saucer, Royal Doulton
Bunnykins oatmeal dish, commemorative plates
and mugs £25.00 - £50.00

557

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Winton Imari patterned teapots, similar
novelty items, Royal Albert Old Country Rose
patterned novelty cat £20.00 - £40.00

A large collection of Colclough floral decorated
dinner ware to include dinner plates, side plates,
serving platters, part tea set. Two trays. £40.00 £80.00

558

Cased part cutlery set £15.00 - £30.00

559

A collection of hardback Art Trade Press Art
Press books dating from 1912 to 1968 (10
volumes) £20.00 - £40.00

560

James Smith fur coat (approx size 12) £20.00 £40.00

542

A large collection of commemorative mugs from
Royal Douton, Wedgwood, Royal Worcester etc (2
trays) £25.00 - £50.00

543

A mixed collection of items to include unbranded
early twentieth century blue and white teaset and
Wedgwood jasper blue footed bowl and decorative
wall plate £20.00 - £40.00
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560A Fox fur jacket approx size 12 £40.00 - £80.00
560B Grey Mink Fur jacket approx size 12 £40.00 £80.00
560C Vintage Astrakhan fur coat. Blandmore Model

retailed by Colman Sumberg Hanley. Approximate
size 12 - 14. £40.00 - £80.00

Three trays. £100.00 - £200.00
577

560D Vintage fur coat. Approximate size 12 - 14.
£20.00 - £40.00
560E Vintage mink stole and one other vintage stole (2)
£20.00 - £40.00
561

562

563

A mixed collection of Wedgwood items to include
578
sage green footed fruit bowl, similar vases, jugs
and Queensware large decorative flower vases and
similar blue jasperware items £40.00 - £80.00
579
A collection of costume jewellery to include
brooches, pearls and collar sets etc £30.00 £60.00
A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Wedgwood Wild Strawberry small vase, Masons
ginger jar, Kutani Crane patterned items etc
£20.00 - £40.00

A collection of ceramic items to include - Royal
Doulton Winnie the Pooh Mantle clock, Mickey
Mouse Daisy Duck MM4 (seconds), Coalport
Ladies of Fashion Karen, This Little Pig HN1793
and Crown Staffordshire J T Jones figure of a
Wheatear. (5) £20.00 - £40.00
Marble cased Regency style mantle clock (in
need of repair) £20.00 - £40.00
French mahogany inlaid mantle clock (in need of
repair) £30.00 - £60.00

580

Oak cased Art Deco style mantle clock by Terry &
Co Manchester £15.00 - £30.00

581

Large chromed samovar £20.00 - £40.00

582

Royal Doulton charcater figure The Alchemist
HN1282 (restored) £60.00 - £120.00

583

A collection of Wedgwood jasperware items to
include mantle clocks, vases, trinket boxes and
large Queensware floral decorated vase £20.00 £40.00

564

A collection of over 100 first day covers complete
with stock book and album of worlds and Great
British stamps of Edward VII £45.00 - £90.00

565

A collection of over 100 first day covers in
presentation packs, stock book and presentation
album of Great British stamps of Edward V £60.00
- £120.00

584

Early hand decorated cream ware water jug dated
1777 with landscape scene by John Wren (heavy
damage from lip to centre also damage to ribbon
handle) £30.00 - £60.00

566

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
rare Carlton Ware condiments set in both green
and blue, novelty toast racks and Australian
patterned items etc £30.00 - £60.00

585

An early Victorian Staffordshire African American
band mug with "I wish I was in Dixie Land I O,
Sally is the girl for me" motto £50.00 - £100.00

567

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Carlton Ware shielded items including books,
figures, seashells and Australian patterned
dinnerware etc £30.00 - £60.00

586

Keys and Mountford embossed parian mug
together with similar Robert & Ledbetter bust
£20.00 - £40.00

587

A mixed collection of items to include Beswick
Spirit of Youth, Royal Albert Mr Benjamin Bunny,
Flopsy, Mopsy and Cottontail, Hunca Munca all
BP6B with small Beswick Collie and Jack Russell
(6) £25.00 - £50.00

588

A large collection of Spode Italian design ceramics
to include - large water jug, tureen, oversized
ceramic kettle, vases, mini items etc. (10). £80.00
- £160.00

589

Royal Crown Derby Emperor Penguin. £25.00 £50.00

590

A mixed collection of ceramics to include - Wade
Whimsies Pearly Family, together with a small
Prattware 19th century box and cover and a
Wedgwood mantle clock. £40.00 - £80.00

591

Royal Doulton figures Biddy Penny Farthing
HN1843 (damaged), Laura HN3760, Elaine
HN4213, Fair Maiden HN3211 and Ninette HN3218
(all seconds) (5) £25.00 - £50.00

592

Moorcroft Hibiscus on green ground footed dish
and small coaster (the larger item damaged - nip
to rim). £20.00 - £40.00

593

A collection of pottery to include Beswick Corgi &
Dachund, Wedgwood jasperware, stoneware hot
water bottle etc £25.00 - £50.00

594

A collection of Royal Doulton character jugs

568

A collection of Corgi, Lledo, Matchbox and other
die cast metal cars and buses to include Morris
Minors, 1930's London Bus, Austin Healey cars
etc £30.00 - £60.00

569

Large mid century unmarked studio ware decanter
and similar water jug plus collection of studio ware
items to include Dingwall candlesticks, graduated
candlesticks and jug, Hastings studio ware pin
tray plus Large studio ware lamp base
(Unmounted and without makers mark but
possibly Dingwall) and Studio pottery comport set
from the Benedictine monks of Prinkmash Abbey
£50.00 - £100.00

571

Large Porcelain two handled vase gilded and
handpainted with humming birds,butterfly and
various flowers signed F R Jones 1974, height
41cm £30.00 - £60.00

573

Two Lladro Figures of Girls with Lambs £15.00 £30.00

574

Kaiser Ming porcelain large bowl on wood stand
and a crystal glass fruit bowl (2) £30.00 - £60.00

575

Dartmouth Crown Devon Plymouth Gin advertising
gurgler jug £20.00 - £40.00

576

A large collection of Stamps to include First Day
Cover packs, loose stamps, empty albums etc.
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comprising large Apothcary and Blacksmith,
small size Captain Hook, North American Indian,
Aramis, Town Crier, Athos and miniature Portos
(8) £40.00 - £80.00

volume), and two postcard price guides. £15.00 £30.00

595

Beswick model of a Mountie on brown horse 1375
on dark brown horse (ear re-stuck) £80.00 £160.00

596

Beswick fish Barracuda 1235 £75.00 - £150.00

597

Beswick fish Marlin 1243 £150.00 - £300.00

598

Beswick Green Woodpecker 1218 £30.00 - £60.00

599

Royal Doulton figure The Jester HN2016, early
version £40.00 - £80.00

600

Royal Doulton Large Figure MARY HN3375 £20.00
- £40.00

601

A collection of football books and annuals to
include titles Roy of the Rovers annual, The FA
Cup For Boys 62 and 63, The Boys Book Of
Soccer 1961 and other similar titles (2 trays)
£20.00 - £40.00

602

603

604

614

A collection of large Beswick character jugs to
include Scrooge 372, similar colourway Scrooge,
Sairey Gamp 371 and unbranded similar item (4)
£15.00 - £30.00

615

Cased gilded arabbic coffee set in black
presentation box £20.00 - £40.00

616

A mixed collection of items to include three album
stamp collection, 1930's gramophone records,
boxed portable DVD player etc (2 trays) £15.00 £30.00

617

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton limited edition "Heroes Of The Sky" wall
plates and "History Of The Second World War"
magazines £10.00 - £20.00

618

A collection of Swarovski boxed glass crystal
animals including birds, koala bears, ducklings etc
(7) £100.00 - £200.00

618A
A collection of football annuals and books to
include Trevor Brooking 100 Great British
Footballers, Peter Lloyd 1962 and Martin Tyler The
Sportsmans World Of Soccer 1975 (2 Trays)
619
£20.00 - £40.00
A collection of football related ephemera including
copies of the official FA year book from 1948
through to 1970's and various newspaper
magazine cuttings relating to different clubs
£20.00 - £40.00
A collection of football books and annuals to
include the FA Premier League Annual 1977, John
Gibson Newcastle United Greats 1989, John
Robertson Arsenal 1985 and similar items (2
trays) £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Swarovski Disney themed glass
crystal ornaments to include Simba, Peter pan,
Poomba, Fairy from Cinderella, all boxed (5)
£100.00 - £200.00
A collection of Swarovski glass crystal ornaments
to include Snow White and The Seven Dwarves (all
boxed) (8) £100.00 - £200.00

620

A mixed collection of items to include Prinz
Schefel and Delmar binnoculars, Conway Stewart
759 marble green fountain pen set etc £40.00 £80.00

621

Oak cased Singer sewing machine £10.00 - £20.00

622

A mixed collection of items to include vintage
sewing machine, Real dinnerware, commemorative
cups and mugs etc (3 Trays) £15.00 - £30.00

605

A collection of football related items including The
Soccer Gift Book 1959-1960, The Stanley
Matthew Story and similar items (2 trays) £20.00 £40.00

623

A collection of Piggin' Friends and Royal Albert
Beatrix Potter figure Little Pig Robinson And This
Pig Had None (both BP 6B), Beswick Genleman
and Lady Pigs £20.00 - £40.00

606

Royal Doulton figure Hannah HN4052 £15.00 £30.00

624

607

Beswick fish Trout 1032 £30.00 - £60.00

A collection of Collingwoods floral decorated part
teaset and Barratts Willow dinnerawre £20.00 £40.00

609

A set of six cased Royal Doulton Crummles
Enamelled Beatrix Potter theme pill boxes £50.00
- £100.00

625

610

Royal Worcester Blush Ivory jug with lilac floral
decoration together with early Ironstone Toby Jug
(both with repairs). £15.00 - £30.00

A mixed collection of items to include 1 oz silver
ingot, Omega type watch strap, quartz watches,
gold plated spectacles , silver gypsy coin charm
bracelet and a small selection of stamps £30.00 £60.00

626

Doulton Lambeth Christine Abbott signed fruit bowl
£20.00 - £40.00

627

A collection of ceramic figures to include Royal
Doulton Autumn Breezes HN4716, Fair Lady
HN4719, together with Regency Fine Art Ltd
Edition figures and similar Regal item (5). £20.00 £40.00

628

A collection of Leonardo resin figures to include Joanne, Laura, Rebecca, Emma, Katie. (5).
£20.00 - £40.00

629

Hand painted Ship plate 21cm wide by K Rogers

611

Beswick Toby Phillpot jug and Wedgwood and Co
item Ye Old Village Inn, Shepherd and Unicorn
Square (3) £15.00 - £30.00

612

Royal Crown Derby Golden Aver shaped jardiniere
by Ken Eastman, length 27cm x height 21.5cm,
boxed £40.00 - £80.00

613

Job lot of coin collectors books including Spink
Coins of England 2010, Gold coins of the World by
Freidberg, World coins 1901 2000 ( a huge
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1956 and a hand painted Kingfisher plate K
Rogers 1949. Bewley Pottery musical Tankard in
working order 12.5cm high (one tiny flake of paint
missing) and a Hammersley infill decorated cup
and saucer. £20.00 - £40.00

D6598, Beswick golden eagle decanter, Carlton
ware Rouge Royale pin tray and Cranberry glass
vase (4) £25.00 - £50.00
644

Three Capodimonte figures of tramps (3) £15.00 £30.00

645

Capo de Monte rose bowl with lid, Capo de Monte
sweet dish with lid /compote, Carp no Bassano
handled bowl with lid together with two gilded lamp
bases
£40.00 - £80.00

646

Two Beswick swans and cygnet £100.00 - £200.00

630

Coalport porcelain Clock15.5cm wide in original
box. Ticking order and in good condition. £20.00 £40.00

631

Crown Ducal Charlotte Rhead ribbon handled jug
in pattern 5623 (Nip to base and glaze fault to rim)
£20.00 - £40.00

632

Peterbilt Franklin Mint Tractor Unit and Trailer.
£20.00 - £40.00

647

Moorland pottery trial colour deco style vase,
height 19cm £40.00 - £80.00

633

Royal Doulton Bunnykins . Samurai DB280 limited 648
edition 225 of 2000, Matador DB281 limited edition
450 of 2000, Mandarin DB252 limited edition 862
649
of 2500. All boxed with certificates (3) £15.00 £30.00

Royal Doulton character figure In The Stocks
HN2163 £150.00 - £300.00

634

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Ice Hockey DB282
limited edition 1416 of 1500, England Athlete
Db216 limited edition 152 of 2500, Jockey DB169
limited edition 1456 of 2000. All boxed with
certificates. (3) £15.00 - £30.00

635

Royal Doulton Bunnykins, Ringmaster DB165
limited edition 447 of 1500, Town crier DB259
limited edition 501 of 2500, Detective DB193
limited edition 1325 of 2500. All boxed with
certificates. (3) £15.00 - £30.00

636

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Little Red Riding Hood
DB230 limited edition 796 of 2000, Minstrel DB211
limited edition 1403 of 2500, Dodgem DB249
limited edition1456 of 2500. All boxed and
certificates (3) £15.00 - £30.00

637

Job lot of miscellaneous china to include - Royal
Doulton figure Spring Ball and character jug
Aramis, pair of Art Deco Cornucopia vases with
Elves (slight damage), Wade figures etc. £20.00 £40.00

638

Collection of seven Caithness glass items - all in
the Loving Heart design. 2 x make up pots, 2 x
15.5 cm vases, 2 x pots 7.5cm and 8cm, and a
13cm bud vase. All boxed. £20.00 - £40.00

639

Job lot of china to include - Wedgwood CLIO
teapot, sugar and cream, large Jasperware square
trinket pot, four Aynsley plate and four Aynsley
dishes, Spode, plate, Wedgwood plate - all in
good condition - and a small bag of costume
jewellery. £30.00 - £60.00

650

Royal doulton small charcter jug Sairey Gamp and
a old reference book on figurines, jugs and flambe
ware £20.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton lady figure Sarah HN2265, Lynne
HN2329 and Fair Maiden HN2211 (seconds) (3)
£15.00 - £30.00

650A Royal Doulton large rare character jug Hatless
drake (restored top rim & slight glaze fault to
bottom edge) and Farmer John Ash Pot (2)
£200.00 - £400.00
651 Beswick Stag on Rock matt 2629 (restuck horns)
£30.00 - £60.00
652

Beswick Stag 981, Doe 999 and Fawn 1000 (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

653

Royal Doulton limited edition figures from The Age
Of Innocence range to include First Outing
HN3377, Making Friends HN3332, Feeding Time
HN3373 (all boxed with certificates) (3) £60.00 £120.00

654

Royal Doulton Travel Days figures I'm Nearly
Ready HN2076, It Wont' Hurt HN2963, Stick 'em
Up HN2081 (3) £40.00 - £80.00

655

Royal Doulton Childhood Days series As Good As
New, Save Some For Me HN2959 and Just One
More HN2180 (3) £40.00 - £80.00

656

Royal Doulton Reflections figure Sheikh HN3083,
Tom Tom The Pipers Son HN3032 (2) £30.00 £60.00

657

Royal Doulton character figure Genie HN2989
£25.00 - £50.00

658

Royal Doulton character figure Blue Beard HN2105
£30.00 - £60.00

659

Royal Doulton character figure The Young Master
HN2872, Tess HN2865 and Nell HN3014 (3)
£40.00 - £80.00

640

A collection of silver items napkin rings, salt
spoons, decanter labels etc £30.00 - £60.00

641

Royal Doulton character figure Lambing Time
HN1890 £20.00 - £40.00

642

Royal Doulton small sized character jug Winston
Churchill, child figure Darling HN1985 (hairline
crack), comical fox D6248 and similar puppies in
basket HN2588 (4) £25.00 - £50.00

660

A collection of Royal Doulton Dickens small
figures to include Little Nell, Mrs Bardell, Bumble,
Uriah Heep etc (one damaged and some seconds)
(14) £30.00 - £60.00

643

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
large Royal Doulton Mad Hatter character jug

661

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton embossed Balloon Man and Lady wall
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plates, small character figures Granny and Royal
Doulton Hunting Fox £25.00 - £50.00

682

A collection of character jugs to include large
Beswick Micawber, smaller Martin Chuzzlewit,
Masons Good Companion figure etc £15.00 £30.00

662

Reg Johnson figure The Mikado (damage to hat)
£25.00 - £50.00

663

A collection of hand finished Minton and Royal
Worcester cabinet plates (4) £30.00 - £60.00

683

Large copper kettle and oak framed barometer (2)
£10.00 - £20.00

664

Viners footed cutley case (incomplete), gilt framed
oil on canvas and resin figure of a North American
Indian (3) £15.00 - £30.00

684

Royal Doulton large character jug Long John Silver
D6335, Lord Nelson D6336 (nip to Hat), Paddy (3)
£15.00 - £30.00

665

A mixed collection of items to include metal ware
goblets, candlesticks, cocktail shakers, goblets
and boxed Thomas Webb and Capri wine glasses
(2 trays) £20.00 - £40.00

685

A hand painted limited edition of one hundred
Caverswall Robin Urn £20.00 - £40.00

686

Royal Doulton small character jugs Captain Cull,
Micawber, The Cardinal, Sairey Gamp, Old Charlie
(5) £25.00 - £50.00

687

Beswick Beatrix Potter Figures Flopsy, Mopsey &
Cotton tail, Timmy Willie and Old Woman who
lived in a shoe, all BP2. (3) £25.00 - £50.00

688

A collection of pottery to include Royal Doulton
figure Babie (seconds), Beswick pair comical pigs,
Pratt vase, Beswick Palomino foals etc (grazing
foal ear re-stuck) (7) £20.00 - £40.00

689

Two boxed Caitness commemorative
paperweights. £30.00 - £60.00

666

Interesting Wedgwood plaque with intaglios /
cameos of Julius Caesar, Claudius, Nero, Ortho,
Vitellius, Vespatian, Titus, Domitian. £30.00 £60.00

667

A collection of Masons Mandalay items to include
large ginger jar, pair of vases, mantle clock and
brown velvet patterned vase (5) £40.00 - £80.00

668

A collection of H.G Wood India Tree embossed
items to include vases, planters, water jugs, tile
(4) £40.00 - £80.00

669

A legends of Rock & Roll pottery figure group The
Beatles at Hide Park, height 26cm £50.00 £100.00

690

Kevin Francis limited edition figure Napoleon and
similar Henley Teddy Bear, both boxed. (2) £30.00
- £60.00

670

Capodimonte dresden style figure of young girl
reading £40.00 - £80.00

691

671

Early Hammersley butter dish and two dishes (3)
£30.00 - £60.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Royal Doulton "The Golfing World" collection wall
plates and elaborate embossed table centrepiece,
vases, jugs etc £25.00 - £50.00

672

A large Martin Brothers style art pottery grotesque
face jug £50.00 - £100.00

692

A collection of "Country Artists For The
Discerning" books (5) £10.00 - £20.00

673

Brass bird cage clock (working order) £40.00 £80.00

693

674

Pair of large Staffordshire dogs, height 36cm (2)
£25.00 - £50.00

A mixed collection of ceramic items to include
Carlton ware teapot and biscuit barrel, Cottage
ware items, mottled green match striker and large
beer stein £15.00 - £30.00

694

675

Amphora pottery vase with owl design £35.00 £70.00

676

Art Deco type ceramic styled teapot in the form for
a car ( hairline to rim) £20.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of items to include brass
horses, decorative vases, trinket boxes, cigarette
cases, oak backed barometer and cutlery case
etc (2 trays) £15.00 - £30.00

695

A collection of Kevin Francis small Guild issue
Toby jugs together with similar Guild issue small
Character figures. (6) £40.00 - £80.00

696

Royal Doulton Henry VIII limited edition enamelled
box together with Royal Doulton series ware plate.
£25.00 - £50.00

697

Royal Doulton large character jug Fied Marshall
Montgomery together with boxed figure of the
Queen Mother HN4340(2) £20.00 - £40.00

698

A collection of Moorcroft in the Hibiscus design to
include round box and cover and two vases (3)
£80.00 - £160.00

699

Moorcroft large fruit bowl decorated in the hibiscus
design, diameter 26cm £40.00 - £80.00

700

A pair of Cauldon cabinet plates,19th/20th
century, decorated with gilded birds & foliage, both

677

Two large musical character jugs £20.00 - £40.00

678

Royal Doulton Reflections figure The Gardener
HN3161 and Summer Rose HN1385 (both
seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

679

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton Mickey Mouse figure Pluto MM6
(seconds), Brambley Hedge Mr Saltapple
(seconds), Beswick tree stump stand and Burleigh
art deco embossed water jug £15.00 - £30.00

680

A mixed collection of items to include Royal
Doulton Christmas plates, mugs, large Toby jug
Winston Churchill (seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

681

A collection of Coalport ladies including Teressa,
Flora, Angelique (cracked),Collette, Sue (cracked
to base) and Ann (6) £20.00 - £40.00
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in good condition, diameter 24cm (2) £10.00 £20.00
701

Hardback copy of Good Sir Toby by Desmond
Eyles dated 1955 Doulton and Co Ltd £5.00 £10.00

701A A collection of Aynsley pottery items in the
Orchard Gold design including lampbase, ginger
jar and cover, dishes, vases etc (10) £60.00 £120.00
702

brass faced round mahogany wall barometer
mounted on octagonal mahogany inlaid plaque
£15.00 - £30.00

703

Early William Moorcroft Macintyre jug in the
Seaweed design circa 1902 £75.00 - £150.00

704

Moorcroft lidded jar in Orchid design £40.00 £80.00

705

Moorcroft Lamia large table lamp base by Rachel
Bishop 37cm £150.00 - £300.00

721

Royal Doulton lady figure Top Of The Hill (Blue
colourway) HN1833 and Grace HN2318 (2) £25.00 £50.00

722

Royal Doulton character figure The Carpenter
HN2678 £25.00 - £50.00

723

Royal Doulton character figure Thanks Doc
HN2731 £25.00 - £50.00

724

Royal Doulton lady figures Flower Of Love
HN3970, Adrienne HN1963 (seconds) and
Coalport small lady (3) £15.00 - £30.00

725

Border fine Arts Beatrix potter figurines. Timmy
willie & strawberry trinklet box, Timmy Willie,
Jemima puddleduck sets off and duchess (4)
£20.00 - £30.00

726

Border Fine Arts Beatrix potter figurines. Tommy
Kitten, Old Benjamin Bunny, Lady Mouse,
Gentleman Mouse and Mr Tod (5) £25.00 - £35.00

727

Border Fine Arts Beatrix potter figurines. Foxy
whiskered gentleman, Pigling Bland, Mrs Rabbit,
Squirral Nutkin and Old women in shoe. (5) £25.00
- £35.00

728

Border Fine Arts Beatrix potter figures. tailor of
Gloucester, Mopsy with basket and berries, Mr
Jeremy fisher, Peter Rabbit with watering can and
Peter posting letter. (5) £25.00 - £35.00

729

Royal Albert Beatrix potter figures. Squirrel Nutkin,
Jemima Puddleduck, Tom Kitten, Little Pig
Robinson and Diggory Diggory Delvet. (5) £25.00 £35.00

730

Royal Albert Beatrix potter figures. Timmy Tiptoes,
Mr Drake Puddleduck. Mr Jackson, Pigling Bland
and Foxy whiskered gentleman. (5) £25.00 £35.00

731

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Benjamin
Bunny, Jemima Puddleduck, And this pig had
none, Peter with postbag and Hunca Munca spills
the beads. (5) £25.00 - £35.00

706

Royal Doulton Bunnykins . Rainy Days DB17,
Uncle Sam DB175 (silver Bow) . (2) £20.00 £40.00

707

Moorcroft tall vase in Berry Garden design by Paul
Hilditch 31cm £120.00 - £240.00

708

Moorcroft early Clematis lamp base 26cm £30.00 £60.00

709

Moorcroft vase in "A Family Through Flowers"
design by Emma Bonsons Height 32cm £200.00 £400.00

710

Moorcroft tall jug and Frejya Gyr Falcons designed
by Vicky Lovatt £200.00 - £400.00

711

Moorcroft tall vase with eagle design, height 26cm
£200.00 - £400.00

712

Moorcroft large Whitby collection vase Fishing In
White by Kerry Goodwin £300.00 - £600.00

713

Three Charlotte Rhead large bowls £30.00 - £60.00

714

Lot of three Moorcroft vases - one pair of Anna Lily 732
pattern red dot and silver line (one with two chips)
plus one similar shape with wild flowers and
ladybirds. Red dot. (chip to rim) 16cm high £30.00
- £60.00
733
Two Moorcroft vases 2004 (red dot) 20cm and
15cm high in good condition. Pattern with
dragonfly and berries/fruit. £60.00 - £120.00

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Jeremy Fisher,
Mr Alderman Ptolemy, Poorly Peter Rabbit, Hunca
Munca sweeping and Timmy Willie from Johnny
town house. (5) £25.00 - £35.00

716

Two similar Moorcroft vases Celtic Web pattern
2002. Silver line. Both 20.5.cm high. Silver line.
In good condition. £50.00 - £100.00

717

Moorcroft squat vase Anemone pattern. Silver line
2002. 10cm high in good condition. £40.00 - £80.00 735
Royal Crown Derby Dolphin paperweight with gold
stopper

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Mrs Ribby,
Benjamin wakes up, The old woamn who lived in a
shoe knitting, Mother Ladybird, Gentleman mouse
made a bow and John Joiner. (6) £30.00 - £40.00

715

734

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Peter ate a
radish, Apple Dapply, Hunca Munca, Lady mouse
made a curtsy and Miss Moppet(tail broken). (5)
£25.00 - £35.00

719

Small Moorcroft Clematis on blue ground vase
11cm £30.00 - £60.00

Beswick Beatrix Potter figurines. Mrs Flopsy
Bunny, Flopsy Mopsy & Cottontail, Old Woman
who lives in a shoe, Cousin Ribby and Aunt
Pettitoes. All have BP3a backstamps. (5) £25.00 £35.00

720

Royal Doulton large character jug Long John Silver 736
D6365, Drake, small Old King Cole and Jester (4)
£25.00 - £50.00

Beswick Beatrix Potter figurines. Samuel
Whiskers ( BP3a), Mrs Tiggy Winkle (BP3c) and
Old Mr Brown (Bp3c). (3) £15.00 - £25.00

718
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737

738

739

740

Beswick Beatrix Potter Figuines. Tommy Brook,
Benjamin ate a lettace leaf, Amiable Guinea Pig
and Mrs Tittlemouse. (4) £20.00 - £30.00
Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figurines. Jeremy
Fisher, Jemima Puddleduck, The Tailor of
Gloucester, Mrs Rabbit and Peter Rabbit all BP6a.
(5) £25.00 - £35.00
Beswick beatrix Potter figurines. Old Mr Brown
(BP3b), Old woman lived in a shoe(BP3b), Mrs
Rabbit(BP3b), Timmy Willie(BP3b) and Anna
Maria (BP3b). (5) £25.00 - £35.00
Beswick Beatrix Potter figurines. Ribby (BP3b),
Benjamin Bunny (BP3b), Peter Rabbit (BP3b), Mr
Benjamin Bunny (BP3B) and Timmy Tiptoes
(BP3b). (5) £25.00 - £35.00

741

Beswick Beatirx Potter figurines. Hunca Munca
(BP3b), Hunca Munca sweeping (BP3b), Pigling
Bland (BP3b), Goody Tiptoes (BP3b) and Mr
Drake Puddleduck (BP3b). (5) £25.00 - £35.00

742

Beswick Beatrix Potter figurines. Cottontails
(BP3c), Mrs Tittlemouse (BP3b), Appley Dapply
(BP3b), The Old Woman lived in a shoe (BP3b)
and Poorly Peter Rabbit (BP3b). (5) £25.00 £35.00

743

744

745

746

747

small lady figures (3) £25.00 - £50.00

Beswick Beatrix Potter figurines. Jemima
Puddleduck (BP10), Tailor of Gloucester (BP3b),
Timmy willie fetching milk (BP10), Tom Kitten and
Mrs Rabbit baking . (5) £25.00 - £35.00
Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures. Wilfred
Toadflax (DBH7), Poppy Eyebright (DBH1),
Conker (DBH21), Dusty & Baby (DBH26) and Mr
Toadflax (DBH10). (5) £25.00 - £35.00

750

Royal Albert Beatrix potter figures. Peter with
postbag, Tailor of Gloucester, Mrs Rabbit and No
more Twist. Beswick Beatrix Potter figure
Gardener Rabbit (ECF3) (5) £25.00 - £35.00

751

Royal AlbertBeatrix Potter figures. Mrs Tiggy
Winkle, Jemima Puddleduck, Benjamin bunny sat
on a bank, Mrs Rabbit & Bunnies and benjamin
bunny. all boxed(5) £25.00 - £35.00

752

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Samual
Whiskers, Mrs Flopsy bunny, Benjamin ate a
lettace leaf, Mrs Tittlemouse and Mrs Moppet. All
boxed. (5) (BP6a) £25.00 - £35.00

753

Royal Albery Beatrix potter figures. Mrs
Tittlemouse, Little Pig Robinson, Foxy Whiskered
gentleman, Lady mouse made a curtsy (2nds) and
Mrs Rabbit cooking. All BP6a and boxed. (5)
£25.00 - £35.00

754

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Gentleman
mouse makes a bow, Hunca Munca spills the
beads, Peter in bed and The Christmas stocking.
All boxed. (4) £20.00 - £30.00

755

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Poorly Rabbit,
Mrs Rabbit, Mr Benjamin Bunny & Peter Rabbit,
Appley Dapply and Tabitha Twitchit & Mrs
Moppet. All boxed. (5) £25.00 - £35.00

756

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Ribby and the
patty pan, Benjamin wakes up, Hunca Munca
sweeping, The Old Woman and Johnny Town
mouse. All BP6a and boxed. (5) £25.00 - £35.00

757

Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Good Tiptoes,
Cottontail, Mrs Rabbit & Peter, Tom Kitten and
Peter RAbbit. All BP6a and boxed. (5) £25.00 £35.00

Royal Doulton BramblyHedge Figures. Primrose
Woodmouse (DBH8), Flaxweaver (DBH20), Lord
Woodmouse (DBH4), Mr Apple (DBH2) and Clover 758
(DBH16 .(5) £25.00 - £35.00
Royal Doulton Brambly Hedge figures. Mr Toadflax
(DBH10), Shrimp (DBH43), Pebble (DBH41), Mrs
Crusybread (DBH15), Wilfred Toadflax (DBH7) and 759
Mrs Saltapple (DBH25). (6) £30.00 - £40.00
Border Fine Arts Beatrix Potter figures. Hunca
Munca sweeping, The Tailor of Gloucester
(BPM13), Appley Dapply (A2352). FW & Co
Beatrix Potter figures, The tailor of Gloucester, Old
woman in a shoe, Mrs Tittlemouse, Hunca munca
and Tailor of Gloucester. (8) £40.00 - £50.00

748

Enesco Beatrix Potter Mr Toad Money box, Mr
Rabbit jar and Tiggy Cookie jar. TM & CFW & Co
Benjamin Bunny money box. (4) £25.00 - £35.00

749

Enesco Beatrix Potter Tiggy Money box, Mrs
Rabbit knitting jar, Mrs Rabbit with shopping
basket jar. Border fine Arts aunt pettitoes money
box. TM& CFW & Co Mouse reading a book
money box. (5) £30.00 - £40.00

749A Coalport ladies Happy Anniversary and Coalport
large matte figure of lady with a fan (chip to flower
petal) (2) £25.00 - £50.00
749B Coalport ladies Ruby Anniversary and Coalport
BidMaster Office
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Royal Albert Beatrix Potter figures. Tommy
Tiptoes, Pigling eats his porridge, Mrs Ribby,
Pigling Bland, Tommy Tiptoes and This pig had
none. All BP6a and Boxed. (6) £30.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton bunnykins. The Groom (db102),
Mothers Day (DB155), romeo (DB284),
Ankhesenamun (DB295) and Tennis ( db278,
limited edition 1083 of 3000). All boxed £20.00 £30.00

760

Pendelfin Figures Barrow Boy and Jim Lad, also
Friedel figure Ready for school. (3) £15.00 - £25.00

761

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Little Jack Horner, Little
bo Peep, Mary Mary quite contary, Little red riding
hood and Mother and baby. All boxed (5) £25.00 £30.00

762

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. St Andrew (with
certificate), Baby Beatrice, St David ( with
certificate), St Patrick ( with certificate) and
Brittania. All boxed. (5) £25.00 - £30.00

763

Royal Doulton Bunnykins'Shipmates collection.
Boatwain, CAptains wife, Seaman, Pirate, Cabin
Boy, Ships Cook and Ships CAptain. All boxed
with certificates. (7) £35.00 - £40.00

764

Royal Doulton Bunnykins figures. The Roman
Empire (certificate), Romeo, juliet, Tutankhamun (
certificate) and Ankhesenamun (certificate). All
boxed. (5) £25.00 - £30.00

765

royal doulton Bunnykins figures. Sister Mary
(certificate), Vicar (certificate), Policeman, Angel
and Cavalier (limied edition 1167 of 2500). All
boxed (5) £25.00 - £30.00

766

Royal Doulton Bunykins figures. Sleighride,
Fisherman, Ice Hockey (certificate), Basketball
(certificate) and Aussie Surfer. All boxed (5)
£25.00 - £30.00

vase, height 19cm £120.00 - £240.00
783

Moorcroft Hibiscus on green g round footed oval
bowl, diameter at widest point 23cm
£25.00 - £50.00

784

Royal Doulton character figure The Laird HN2361,
Omar Khayyam and The Potter HN1493
(damaged) (all seconds) (3) £30.00 - £60.00

785

Royal Doulton character figure The Helmsman
HN2499 (seconds) £25.00 - £50.00

786

Royal Doulton character figure Stop Press
HN2683 (seconds and hairline to base) and limited
edition figure Old Ben HN3190 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

767

Royal doulton Bunnykin figures. Lawyer, Gardner,
Postman, Judge and Policeman. All boxed(5)
£25.00 - £30.00

787

768

Royal Doulton Bunnykin figures. Online, Collector
(certificate), Mystic, Fortune Teller and Shopper.
All boxed (5) £25.00 - £30.00

Royal Doulton character figure The Balloon Man
HN1954 and The Old balloon Seller HN1315 (2)
£40.00 - £80.00

788

Royal Doulton character figure Flower Sellers
Children HN1342 £40.00 - £80.00

769

Royal doulton Bunnykin figures. Tyrolean Dancer,
morris dancer, Flamanco, Choir singer and
Hornpiper (certificate). All boxed. (5) £25.00 £30.00

789

Royal Doulton lady figures Afternoon Tea HN1747
and Reverie HN2306 (seconds) (2)

790

Royal Doulton lady figures Day Dreams HN1731,
Bedtime Story HN2059, Charlotte HN2421, My
Love HN2329 and Wistful HN2396 (all seconds) (5)
£25.00 - £50.00

791

Royal Doulton Bunnykin Figures. Dollie, Bedtime,
Sweetheart and Eskimo (certificate). (4) £20.00 £25.00

Royal Doulton lady figures Sunday Best HN2206,
Fair Lady HN2103, Lady Pamela HN2713, Simone
HN2378 and First Dance HN2803 (all seconds) (5)
£25.00 - £50.00

792

Beswick Hiker Badger (boxed), Fisherman otter
figure and 2 standing Meerkats (boxed with
certificate). (4) £20.00 - £30.00

Royal Doulton small lady figures Peggy HN2038,
Bedtime HN1978, Valerie HN2107, Babbie
HN1679 (4) (all seconds) £15.00 - £30.00

793

Royal Doulton lady figures Harmony HN2824 and
Affection HN2238 (2) £15.00 - £30.00

794

Royal Doulton lady figure Julia HN2705 (seconds),
Genevieve HN1962, Top Of The Hill HN1834 (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

795

Royal Doulton lady figures Fleur HN2368, Fiona
HN2694, Elegans HN2364 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

796

Royal Doulton lady figures Stephanie HN2807
(seconds), Enchantment HN2178, The Polka
HN2156 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

797

Royal Doulton lady figure Autumn Breezes
HN1934, Janine HN2461 (seconds) and Sarah
HN2265 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

798

Royal Doulton Flambe elephant with trunk in
salute £50.00 - £100.00

799

Royal Doulton Flambe Mallard and Duckling (2)
£40.00 - £80.00

800

Moorcroft Vase decorated with Leopards and
foliage, dated 2006, limited edition with box ,
height 27cm £150.00 - £300.00

770

771

772

773

774

Royal Doulton Bunnykins figures. Liberty bell
(certificate), Betsy Ross (certificate), Father of the
year (certificate) and School master. All boxed. (4)
£20.00 - £25.00

A collection of Royal doulton Siemese cats. H/N
2655 cat sitting up, H/N 8660 cat standing and
H/N 2662 cat sitting down. (3) £15.00 - £20.00
Collection of Royal Doulton Kittens. Kitten looking
up ( H/N 2584), Kitten (H/N 2582), Kitten sleeping
(h/N 2580), Kitten licking his paw (H/N 2583),
Kitten sleeping (H/N 2581 and kitten lying on his
back (H/N 2579). (6) £30.00 - £40.00

775

Royal Doulton 'Darling ' figurine and Romance
figurine (H/N 2430). (2) £20.00 - £30.00

776

Royal Doulton small woodcut vase and larger
similar item with desert decoration (hairline to
body) height of tallest 23cm (2) £40.00 - £80.00

777

Royal Doulton Sung mottled Flambe vase, height
25cm (some scratches to body) £50.00 - £100.00

778

Royal Doulton character figure The Jester HN2014
£30.00 - £60.00

779

Royal Doulton character figure Embroidering
HN2855 £25.00 - £50.00

780

Royal Doulton character figure Eventide HN2814
£25.00 - £50.00

801

Moorcorft vase decorated with butterflies and
foliage, height 19cm £50.00 - £100.00

781

Royal Doulton character figure Lambing Time
HN1890 £25.00 - £50.00

802

782

Walter Moorcroft Wild Flower and Orchid squat

Moorcroft vase, decorated with lavender and yellow
flowers, on a cream and black ground, impressed
and painted marks, dated 2003, height 31cm,

BidMaster Office

28

(silverline seconds) £40.00 - £80.00

826

Moorcroft Who am I vase. Numbered Edition 20.
Designed and signed by Vicky Lovatt. Height
30.5cm £150.00 - £300.00

827

Moorcroft Red Ruby Plaque. Designed by Emma
Bossons £60.00 - £120.00

828

Moorcroft 12 Days of Christmas vase, 5 Gold
Rings. Height 10cm £50.00 - £100.00

829

Moorcroft 12 Days of Christmas vase, 3 French
Hens. Height 7.5cm £40.00 - £80.00

Moorcroft Cheviot Sheep vase ( from the
830
countryside collection). Limied Edition 14/40.
Signed by Kerry Goodwin. Height15.25cm £150.00 831
- £300.00

Moorcroft Snow Angels Vase. Gold signed and
designed by Helen Dale £85.00 - £170.00

803

Moorcroft Amazon Dawn vase. Limited Edition
15/30 height 25.5cm £300.00 - £600.00

804

Moorcroft Limousin Bulls plaque ( from the
countryside collection). Limited Edition 27/30
£130.00 - £260.00

805

806

Moorcroft Lucky Black Cat vase. Numbred Edition
427. Designed by Paul Hilditch. height 15.25cm
£70.00 - £140.00

807

Moorcroft Sorrow & Laughter vase. Limited Edition
6/60. height 17.75cm £150.00 - £300.00

808

Moorcroft Bobbin Boats Vase. Numbered Edition
18. Height 25.5cm £100.00 - £200.00

809

Moorcroft Home for Christmas vase. Numbered
Edition 9. Designed and signed by Kerry Goodwin.
Height 12.5cm £75.00 - £150.00

832

Moorcroft Limosin Pigs vase ( from the
countryside collection). Limited Edition 49/50.
Height 12.5cm £80.00 - £160.00

Moorcroft Brave Sir Robin vase. Height 10cm
£75.00 - £150.00

833

Moorcroft Red Rose vase. Height 5cm £35.00 £70.00

810

Moorcroft Dance of the Bumblebees vase.
Numbered Edition 11. height 10cm £100.00 £200.00

834

Moorcroft White Rose vase. Height 5cm £35.00 £70.00

835

811

Moorcroft Baillie ginger jar . Numbered Edition 41.
Height 10cm £75.00 - £150.00

Moorcroft Ruby Red clock. Designed by Emma
Bossons. Shape CL1 £75.00 - £150.00

836

812

Moorcroft Bramble Revisited vase. Deisgned by
Alicia Amison. Height 20.25cm £90.00 - £180.00

Moorcroft Ruby Red vase. Designed by Emma
Bossons. Height 15.25cm £75.00 - £150.00

837

813

Moorcroft Bramble Revisited vase. Designed by
Alicia Amison. Height 20.25cm £95.00 - £190.00

Moorcroft Ruby Red vase. Designed by Emma
Bossons. Height 12.5cm £75.00 - £150.00

838

814

Moorcroft Little Gem vase. Limited Edition 64/75.
Height 25.4cm £160.00 - £320.00

Moorcroft Chocolate Cosmos vase. Designed by
Rachel Bishop. Height 15.25 £75.00 - £150.00

839

815

Moorcroft Winters Fred vase. Numbered Edition
475. Height 20.25cm £210.00 - £420.00

Moorcroft Chocolate Cosmos vase. Designed by
Rachel Bishop. Height 12.5cm £45.00 - £90.00

840

816

Moorcroft Pole to Pole vase. Numbered Edition
285. Height 20.25cm £60.00 - £120.00

Moorcroft Chocolate Cosmos vase. Designed by
Rachel Bishop. Height 15.25cm £50.00 - £100.00

841

817

Moorcroft Otley Bluebell vase. Numbered Edition
203. Height 15.25cm £80.00 - £160.00

Moorcroft Rising Sun vase. Numbered Edition 30.
Height 12.5cm £110.00 - £220.00

842

818

Moorcroft Genisis Jug (gold leaf). Numbered
Edition 43. Height 30.5cm £150.00 - £300.00

Moorcroft King Charles Spaniel plaque. Trail piece
16.6.17. Shape PLQ19 £40.00 - £80.00

843

819

Moorcroft Saddleback Pig mug. Shape mu2
£30.00 - £60.00

820

Moorcroft Hare & Tortoise ( start) mug. Shape
mu2 £40.00 - £80.00

Royal Doulton small limited edition character jugs
Earl Mountbatten Of Burmer D6851, Viscount
Montgommery of Alemein D6850 and Sir Winston
Churchill D6849 (3) £40.00 - £80.00

844

Royal Doulton limited edition small sized
character jug Queen Elizabeth I Of England D6821
and King Phillipe Of Spain D6822 (2) £30.00 £60.00

821

Moorcroft Hare & Tortoise mug ( finish). Shape
mu2 £40.00 - £80.00

822

Moorcroft Bramble Dell jug. Trail piece 9.8.17
(went on to produce a limited edition of 30) £75.00 - 845
£150.00
846
Moorcroft Delphinium Vase. Designed by Kerry

823

Goodwin. Height 20.25cm £80.00 - £160.00
824

Moorcroft Delphinium vase. Designed by Kerry
Goodwin. Height 35.5cm £130.00 - £260.00

825

Moorcroft Launching Liberty vase. Numbered
Edition. Signed by Paul Hilditch. Height 28cm
£250.00 - £500.00

BidMaster Office

847

29

Royal Doulton limited edition Peregrine Falcon
HN3541, boxed on wooden plinth £40.00 - £80.00
Royal Doulton limited edition small character jug
The Engine Driver D6823, The Fireman D6839, The
Policeman D6852 and The Postman D6501 (4)
£50.00 - £100.00
A mixed collection of Royal Doulton small items to
include character jug Old Charlie, Images
Awakening HN2837 figure, cats and kittens and
small Winston Toby jug (8) £30.00 - £60.00

848

Royal Doulton character figure Tuppence A Bag
863
HN2320 and Silks and Ribbons HN2071 (2) £40.00
- £80.00

849

Royal Doulton small lady figures Sunday Best
HN3218, Monica HN1487 and Autumn Breezes
HN2176 (3) £20.00 - £40.00

850

Royal Doulton Flambe elephant with trunk in
salute with over glazed Royal Doulton fox (2)
£40.00 - £80.00

864

Beswick Poodle 1386, Chaffinch 991 and Royal
Crown Derby Robin (gold stopper)(3) £30.00 £60.00

851

Royal Doulton lady figure Autumn Breezes
HN1911 (pink and green colourway) and Lady
Charmaine HN1949 (2) £30.00 - £60.00

865

852

Large Royal Doulton limited edition character jug
Merlin D7117 £25.00 - £50.00

A collection of Beswick small garden birds
comprising Robin 980, Stonechat 2274 , Greenfich
2105, Grey Wagtail 1041, Whitethroat 2106 ,
Bullfinch 1042, Blue tit 992 etc(8) £30.00 - £60.00

866

Withdrawn £30.00 - £60.00

853

Large Royal Doulton character jug Captain Scott
D7116 £25.00 - £50.00

867

854

Royal Doulton large character jug Pied Piper
D6403, Uncle Tom Cobbleigh D6337, Granny
D5521 and Dick Turpin (4) £30.00 - £60.00

A collection of ceramic birds to include Goebel
Kingfisher, K.S.P branded items etc (5) £10.00 £20.00

868

Royal Doulton figure Afternoon Tea HN1747
£30.00 - £60.00

855

Large Royal Doulton character jug Rip Van Winkle
D6538, Cardinal, Robin Hood and small seconds
character figure Tom Brown HN2941 (4) £25.00 £50.00

856
857

858

859

860

Royal Doulton Flambe English Setter (Detached
front leg and hairline to rear leg) £20.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton small character jug John Doulton
D6656 ICC backstamp, Henry VIII D6647, Sam
Johnson, Sancho Pancha and Dick Turpin PLUS
Royal Doulton small character jugs Long John
Silver, The Poacher D6464, Rip Van Winkle
D6463, ICC backstamped John Doulton D6656
and Mr Pickwick (10) £30.00 - £60.00

868A Royal Doulton figures Schoolmarm HN2223 and
Old Meg HN2494 matte, both factory seconds (2)
£15.00 - £30.00
868B Royal Doulton figure Lilac Time HN2197 £20.00 £40.00
868C Royal Doulton figures Simmone HN2378, Loretta
HN2337, Fair Lady HN2193 amd Debbie
HNH2385, all factory seconds (4) £20.00 - £40.00
869

Royal Doulton figure Bele O The Ball HN1997
£30.00 - £60.00

870

Royal Doulton figure The Railway Sleeper HN4418
£50.00 - £100.00

871
Royal Doulton intermediate character jug Fat Boy,
limited edition Toby jug The Jester D6910 and
small Dickens character figure Bumble (3) £15.00 - 872
£30.00
Royal Doulton small character jugs George
Tinworth DCC backstamp D7000, Old King Cole,
Paddy, Buzz Fuzz PLUS Royall Doulton small
character jugs Mine Host D6410, The Bsaeball
Player D6878, Merlin D6536, Simon Cellarer (nip
and glaze fault to hat), Mr Micawber (10) £30.00 £60.00
Seven Royal Doulton smaller size Toby /
Character jugs; W G Grace D6845 limited edition
64 /9500 with COA 4" high, Michael Doulton
D6808 signed and dated by him also, Old Charley
lighter D5420, The Postman D6801 COA limited
Edition 4635, The Lawyer, Mine Host, and Captain
Ahab. All appear in good condition (7)
£30.00 - £60.00

861

Royal Doulton figures Tootles HN1680 and Dinky
Doo HN1678 (2) £20.00 - £40.00

862

Beswick Tanager Bird 928, first version Robin and
Wren (3) £30.00 - £60.00

862A Royal Doulton character figure Good King
Wenceslas HN2118 £30.00 - £60.00
BidMaster Office

30

A collection of items to include Royal Doulton
large character jug Pied Piper D6403, damaged
Flambe Hare signed Noke, embossed Doulton
Lambeth water jug, small character jug The
Poacher D6414 and embossed art deco style
water jug (5) £16.00 - £32.00

Royal Doulton figure The Craftsman HN2284
£30.00 - £60.00
Royal Doulton figure Daydreams HN1731, Hostess
Of Williamsburg HN2200 and Dinky Do HN1678
(3) £30.00 - £60.00

873

Franklin Mint lady figure Destiny £15.00 - £30.00

874

Royal Doulton figure Charity HN3087 from the
NSPCC edition, boxed with cert £15.00 - £30.00

875

Royal Doulton character jugs to include large
Captain Henry Morgan D6467 (chip to rim), The
Trapper D6609, The Poacher D6464 and seconds
Toby jug Winston Churchill (4) £20.00 - £40.00

876

Elegance lady figure, Non original figure of The
Tinsmith £10.00 - £20.00

877

Coalport lady figure Catherine, Julia and Velvet (3)
£25.00 - £50.00

878

Coalport limited edition figure Margot, Kensington
Parade and Helen £25.00 - £50.00

879

Royal Doulton large character jug Robin Hood
D6527, The Poacher D6429 (seconds) and The
Falconer D6533 (3) £25.00 - £50.00

880

Royal Doulton large character jugs Gone Away
HN6531, Porthos HN6430 and Mine Host D6468
(3) £25.00 - £50.00

881

Royal Doulton character figure The Maskseller
HN2103 £30.00 - £60.00

905

882

Royal Doulton character figure The Orange Lady
HN1953 £25.00 - £50.00

Beswick tree stump stand, Bullfinch, Chaffinch,
Bluetit, Robin and small Royal Doulton Dickens
figures Scrooge (6) £25.00 - £50.00

883

Royal Doulton character figure Town Crier HN2119 906
£25.00 - £50.00

884

Royal Doulton character figure The Wizard
HN2977 £20.00 - £40.00

A collection of Beswick items to include Mallard
Duck 756-1, 756-2, 756-2A x2, rabbit 823, 824,
825 and 826 (8) £30.00 - £60.00

885
886
887

fox 1748 and fox 1418 (4) £50.00 - £100.00

907

Royal Doulton character figure The Jester HN2016
(restored hat) £25.00 - £50.00
908
Royal Doulton character figure Blue Beard HN2105
909
£30.00 - £60.00
Royal Doulton character figure Cobbler HN1796
£25.00 - £50.00

Beswick Grey Shire Horse 818 and similar brown
version (2) £40.00 - £80.00
Beswick Huntsmen on rearing horse 868 £50.00 £100.00
A Beswick girl on a Skewbald Pony, model 1499
£70.00 - £140.00

910

Beswick Hereford Bull 1363A (horn damaged),
Cow 1360 and Friesian Cow 1362A(damaged)(3)
£30.00 - £60.00

911

Beswick Dunn Norwegian Fjord Horse 2282 and
Dunn Highland Pony 1644 (damaged ear)(2)
£40.00 - £80.00

888

Royal Doulton character figure Omar Khayyam
£20.00 - £40.00

889

Royal Doulton character figure The Broken Lance
HN2041 (restored leg) £25.00 - £50.00

890

Royal Doulton lady figures Wistful HN2196 and
Reverie HN2306 (seconds) £25.00 - £50.00

912

Beswick skewbald Pinto Pony 1373 £30.00 £60.00

891

Royal Doulton lady figures Winsome HN2220,
Autumn Breezes HN1934 and Top Of The Hill
HN1834 (3) £30.00 - £60.00

913

Beswick Cantering Shire 975 and Shetland Foal
1648(2) £30.00 - £60.00

892

914
Royal Doulton lady figures Katrina HN2327,
Lavinia HN1936 and Lilac Time HN2137 (3) £25.00
915
- £50.00

893

Royal Doulton lady figures Gwynneth and
Suzzette HN1587 £40.00 - £80.00

Beswick Dartmoor Pony 1642 and Stockey
Jogging Mare 1090(2) £30.00 - £60.00
Beswick Matt 818 shire horse and Royal Doulton
Swish Tail Horse(2) £25.00 - £50.00

916

Beswick collection of Foxes comprising large Fox
1475 X2 (both damaged) and Curled 1017 (3)
£15.00 - £30.00

894

Royal Doulton lady figure Rebecca HN2805 and
Fair Maiden HN2434 (2) £25.00 - £50.00

895

Royal Doulton lady figure Afternoon Tea HN1747,
Lynne HN2329 and Loretta HN2337 (3) (seconds)
£20.00 - £40.00

917

Beswick Black Faced Ram 3071, Black Faced
Lamb 1828 x2 and Black Faced Sheep 1765(4)
£25.00 - £50.00

896

Royal Doulton lady figure Julia HN2705, Christing 918
HN2792 and The Polka HN2156 (3) £25.00 - £50.00
Pendelfin rare pottery figure Tipsy Witch £100.00 - 919

Beswick model of Barracuda on base 1235( two
fins damaged) £40.00 - £80.00

897

£200.00
898

899

Beswick Pheasant 849 and Siamese Cat 1837(2)
£25.00 - £50.00

Lladro china figure modelled as a young girl in long 920
dress seated playing a tambourine (nip to edge of 921
dress) and similar reading sheet music(2) £30.00 - 922
£60.00

Beswick Woodpecker 1218 £30.00 - £60.00

Lladro china figure modelled as a young girl in long 923
dress seated playing stringed instrument (bow
missing) an similar playing squeezebox(2) £30.00 924
£60.00

Beswick Bald Eagle 1018 and Pheasant 1225(2)
£40.00 - £80.00

900

Beswick Shorthorn Bull 1504 £120.00 - £240.00

901

Beswick Friesian Family to include Calf 1249C,
Bull 1439A, Cow 1362A (Bull with damaged horn)
(3) £50.00 - £100.00

902

Beswick Highland Family to include Bull 1740,
Cow 2008 and Calf 1827D (3) £100.00 - £200.00

903

Beswick Highland Calf 1827D and Friesian Calf
1249C (2) £30.00 - £60.00

904

Beswick curled fox 1017, large fox 1475, seated

BidMaster Office

31

Beswick Jay 1219 £30.00 - £60.00
Beswick Kookaburra 1159 and Owl 1046(2) £40.00
- £80.00

Carlton Ware Guinness advertising figures Ostrich
X2 and Kangaroo(3) £40.00 - £80.00

925

Beswick Puma on a rock 1702 £30.00 - £60.00

926

Beswick Cantering Shire 975 x 2(2) £10.00 £20.00

927

Royal Doulton bunnykins. Hornpiper DB261
(signed). Juliet DB283, Wedding day DB287,
Christmas Morning DB285 (4) All boxed with
certificates £20.00 - £30.00

928

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Eskimo DB572, Mother
DB189, Sands of Time DB229, Father DB154,

Liberty Bell DB257 Limited Edition 949 of 200. All
boxed with certificates. ( 5) £25.00 - £40.00
929

930

Royal Doulton Bunnykiuns. Sydney DB195 limited
edition, Deep Sea Diver DB273 limited edition 494
of 3000, Firefighter DB195 limited edition 1048 of
2001, Stopwatch DB253 and Airman DB199
limited edition 2296 of 5000. All boxed with
certificates.(5) £25.00 - £40.00
Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Waltzing Matilda
DB236 limied edition 31 of 2001,
Tennis/Strawberry DB277 limited edition 1125 of
3000, Captain Cook DB251 limited edition 497 of
2500, Tourist DB190. All boxed with
certificates.(4) £20.00 - £30.00

936

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Playtime DB80, Harry
DB73, Storytime DB9, Tom DB72, Partners in
collecting DB151, Tally Ho DB12. All boxed. (6)
£30.00 - £50.00

937

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Happy Birthday DB21,
Halloween DB132, Easter Greetings DB149,
Mothers Day DB155, Mr Bunnykins at Easter
Parade DB18, Daisy Bunnykin 'Springtime' DB7.
All boxed (6) £30.00 - £50.00

938

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Fortune Teller DB218,
Rise & Shine DB11, Cavalier DB179 limited edition
1082 of 2500, Welsh lady DB172(rare light green
and pink colorway), Dollie Bunnykin 'Playtime'
DB71. All boxed (6) £50.00 - £100.00

931

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Dollie bunnykin DB80,
William DB89, Sleeptime DB15, Goodnight
DB157, Storytime DB9 and Sweetdreams baby
bunnykin DB276. All boxed (6) £30.00 - £50.00

939

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Boy Skater DB187
limited edition 1709 of 2500, Ballerina DB176, Girl
Skater DB153, Freefall DB41, Downhill DB31. All
boxed (5) £25.00 - £40.00

932

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Postman DB76,
Magician DB126, Policeman DB64, Lollipopman
DB65, Doctor , Judge DB188. All boxed (6) £30.00
- £40.00

940

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Olympic DB28,
Knockout DB30, Home Run DB43, Areobic DB40,
Aussie Surfer DB133. All boxed. (5) £25.00 £40.00

933

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Cavalier DB179, Mystic
DB197, susan bunny as Queen of the May DB83,
Statue of Liberty DB198, Royal Family DB48,
Pillgrim bunny. All boxed (6) £30.00 - £40.00

941

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Touchdown DB29, Ace
DB42, Jogging DB22, Billie & Buntie Sleigh ride
DB4, Bogey DB32. All boxed. (5) £25.00 - £40.00

942

934

Royal Doulton Bunnykin. Astro ' The rocket man'
DB20, Gardener DB156, Icecream DB82,
Fisherman DB84 (signed), Master Potter DB131
(signed). All boxed. (5) £25.00 - £40.00

Royal Doulton Bunnykins 'The Robin Hood
Collection'. Friar Tuck DB246, Sheriff of
Nottingham DB265, King Richard DB258, Will
Scarlett DB264, Robin Hood DB244, Prince John
Db266, Little John DB243, Maid Marion DB245. All
boxed (8) £40.00 - £60.00

943

Royal Doulton Bunnykins ' The Games Collection'.
Soccer DB209, Awimmer DB206, Runner DB205,
Basketball DB208, Gymnast DB207. All boxed
and all Limited Edition 1457 of 2500, with stand.
(5) £30.00 - £50.00

934A Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Jack & Jill DB222, Wee
Willie Winkle DB270, Little Boo Peep DB220,
Little Jack Corner DB221 and Little Miss Muffet
DB240. All boxed. (5) £25.00 - £40.00

934B Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Choir singer DB223,
Christmas suprise DB146, Father Christmas
DB237 limited edition of 2500, Carol Singer DB104 944
and Santa Happy Christmas DB17. All boxed. (5)
£25.00 - £40.00

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Cheerleader DB143
(signed) and Cheerleader DB142. Both boxed (2)
£15.00 - £25.00

934C Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Family Photograph
DB67, Father Mother and Victoria DB68, 60th
Anniversary DB17, Sweetheart DB14 limited
edition 802 of 2500, Family photograph DB1. All
boxed.(6) £30.00 - £50.00

945

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Britannia DB219 limited
edition 1534 of 2500, Welshlady DB172 limited
edition 1402 of 2500, Dutch DB274 limited edition
425 of 2000. All boxed with certificates. (3) £15.00
- £30.00

934D Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Piper DB191 limited
edition 1355 of 3000, Mr Bnnykin beat strumming
DB16, Rise and Shine DB11, Tyrolean dancer
DB242, Flamenco dancer ( signed) DB256. All
boxed (5) £25.00 - £40.00

946

Royal Doulton Labrador on wooden plinth and
similar item on resin plinth (2) £15.00 - £30.00

947

Beswick Black Beauty 2466, foal 2536 together
with Royal Doulton Spirit of the Wild (3) £20.00 £40.00

948

Royal Doulton Terrier with paw up and Beswick
Chamois 1551 (2) £20.00 - £40.00

949

Beswick white Persian cat 1898, Scamp 1058 and
Donkey foal 2110 (3) £20.00 - £40.00

950

Beswick Bald Eagle 1018 and Royal Doulton
Retriever on ceramic plinth (2) £20.00 - £40.00

951

Beswick Connoisseur Black Beauty & Foal
£20.00 - £40.00

934E Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Brownie DB61, Be
prepared DB56, Paperboy DB77, Cook DB85,
Lawyer DB214, Fisherman DB170. All boxed. (6)
£30.00 - £50.00
935

Royal Doulton Bunnykins. Billy Bunnykin 'Coolin
off' DB3, Mrs Bunnykins at Easter Parade DB19,
Buntie Bunnykin 'Helping Mother' DB2, Mrs
Bunnykin 'Clean Sweep' DB6, Busy Needles
DB10, Polly DB71. (6) All Boxed £30.00 - £50.00
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952

Beswick stag on rock 2629 (horn detached)
marked Royal Doulton seconds £20.00 - £40.00

953

A hand decorated Wedgwood plate dated 1937 by
Joy Butler £15.00 - £30.00

954

Wedgwood footed fruit bowl £20.00 - £40.00

955

Spode Pauline Shoan figures Alexandria and
Emily, Coalport small lady figure Janice (3) £20.00
- £40.00

956

957

£50.00
975

A collection of Beswick items to include Cantering
Shire 975, Tigress 1468, Dachund 361, Shire Foal
1053, Palomino Arab Foal 1407 (nip to ear), Boys
Pony 1480, Greenfinch 2105, Robin 980 (Nip to
beak) (8) £50.00 - £100.00

976

Beswick model of brown mare and chestnut foal
on grassy base 953 £30.00 - £60.00

977
Royal Doulton lady figure Veronica HN1517
(hairline to base) and Sweeting HN1935 (2) £20.00
- £40.00
978
Royal Doulton Bunnykins figures Sandcastle

Beswick brown huntsman's horse 1484, another
similar horse (ear chipped and one leg re-stuck)
£10.00 - £20.00

Money Box and Chocs Away DB267 limited
edition for UKI ceramics (both boxed with cert) (2)
£40.00 - £80.00
958

Royal Doulton BunnyBank D6615 and similar
smaller variation(2) £30.00 - £60.00

959

Wedgwood for Compton Woodhouse lady figure
The Dancing Hours (boxed with cert) £25.00 £50.00

960

Boxed pair of Limited edition John Beswick
Meerkats £20.00 - £40.00

961

Royal Crown Derby limited edition paperweight
Mini Shopping Bear " Born to shop at Goviers)
boxed with cert £30.00 - £60.00

962

Royal Crown Derby, Kangaroo Paperweight from
The Australian Collection, with gold stopper
,certificate and boxed £30.00 - £60.00

963

Royal Crown Derby paperweight Blue Jay with
gold stopper, boxed
£30.00 - £60.00

979

a collection of Royal Doulton Bunnykins figures
comprising Autumn Days DB5, Family Photograph
DB1, Sleigh Ride DB4, Clean Sweep DB6, Cooling
Off DB3 and tree trunk display stand (6) £30.00 £60.00

980

Royal Doulton large character jugs Bacchus and
Apothecary (2) £20.00 - £40.00

981

Royal Doulton large prestige model of a setter with
pheasant HN2629 (small crack to ankle of rear
leg) £60.00 - £120.00

982

Beswick model of Merino Ram 1917 (one horn
restored) £200.00 - £400.00

983

A collection of Beswick figures from the Trumpton
series comprising The Mayor, Windy Miller,
Captain Flack, P.C Mcgarry,Doctor Mopp and Mrs
Honeyman, all limited no 10 of the edition, boxed
with certificates (7) £100.00 - £200.00

984

Carltonware two handled dish decorated with bird
of paradise and flowers and a Crown Devon
Fielding's two handled vase (handle re-stuck) (2)
£15.00 - £30.00

985

Wedgwood black & white dip jasper ware two
handled urn & cover, height 22.5cm (piece broke
and re-stuck and damage to both handles) £30.00 £60.00

964

Royal Crown Derby paperweight Frog with gold
stopper, boxed £25.00 - £50.00

965

Royal Crown Derby Paperweight Bullfinch nesting
with gold stopper, boxed £25.00 - £50.00

966

Royal Crown Derby paperweight Millennium Dove ,
limited edition for Goviers with gold stopper, boxed
£30.00 - £60.00
986
Royal Crown Derby paperweight Waxwing with
gold stopper £30.00 - £60.00

967
968

Royal Crown Derby paperweight Armadillo, gold
stopper boxed £30.00 - £60.00

969

Royal Crown Derby paperweight Koala Bear &
Baby, from the Australian collection with gold
stopper, boxed £30.00 - £60.00

970

Royal Crown Derby paperweight of Pheasant with
gold stopper, boxed £25.00 - £50.00

971

Royal Crown Derby Paperweight Bullfinch nesting
with gold stopper, boxed. £25.00 - £50.00

972

Royal Crown Derby paperweight of a Zebra with
gold stopper, boxed £30.00 - £60.00

973

A collection Beswick Flintstones figures, Fred and
Wilma, Barney and Betty(4) £30.00 - £60.00

974

Royal Doulton Figures Big ears & Noddy special
UKI made boxed with certificates (2) £25.00 -
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Royal Doulton large character jug Captain Hook
D6597 £30.00 - £60.00

Small coin collection, mostly UK, together with
hallmarked silver engraved trophy weighing 75 g
inc steel screw, but excl. wood base, watches,
scent flask (probably silver), 9ct on silver ring and
costume brooch. £20.00 - £40.00

987

Interesting job lot including carved wooden
extending bookends, Edwardian inlaid glove /
jewellery box, and 2 finely carved wooden boxes,
together with silver plated ladle, butter knife and
tongs, plus 3 enamelled badges, and Chinese
puzzle ball (a/f), glass tankard, frosted French
perfume / scent bottle, and leather collar box.
£20.00 - £40.00

988

Lord Nelson Fine Art gold coin, weight 1.3g, with
COA, with £3 Treaty of Utrecht coin, IOM QEII
sterling silver crown 2006 28.28g, and QEII 2006
birthday £5 coin. (4) £25.00 - £50.00

989

Childs silver napkin / serviette ring, clearly
hallmarked Chester 1927, with large rabbit head

990

991

992

993

994

model to top, designed to be freestanding upright
(18.7g), together with Victorian silver blade knife, 1007
bone handle split, and silver sugar tongs. Total
gross weight of 3 items 80,3g. (3) £20.00 - £40.00
1008
EARNSHAW oversized gents wristwatch with
original box and papers. 23 Jewel automatic. Rose
1009
gold plated. £20.00 - £40.00
Two silver vesta cases together with a silver plated
cigarette case and a mother of pearl handled fruit
1010
knife with sterling silver blade. £30.00 - £60.00
QEII General Service Medal with Malaya clasp /
bar 22651 303 Pte. K.A.Rogers. RAMC in original
card box, together with WWII medals - the
defence medal and 1939-45 in original box RAOC
Army No. 10550722 Thomas Rogers born
1011
11.10.1907 died 15.12.1965. £50.00 - £100.00
Ships clock and barometer together with an
extending telescope by CARRYER of Longton.
£30.00 - £60.00

1012

A selection of coins including a 2005 proof set,
proof silver coin and a collection of miscellaneous
coins, an old blue £1 note, gunpowder plot £2
coin, 2 x 50p set 'for Valour' together with various 1013
unused UK stamps presentation packs. £20.00 £40.00

995

A large quantity of cigarette cars in sets plus
oddments. £20.00 - £40.00

996

A vintage Amber Baltic Butterscotch Honey
Amber necklace with pair amber earrings with
silver mounts , 50 grams £20.00 - £40.00

997

A collection of costume jewellery to include opera
glasses, bracelets, pearl sets and brooches, gold
plated coffee pot £40.00 - £80.00

998

Yellow metal brooch set with amber and bar
brooch with yellow metal ornate brooch later
attached, both unmarked (2) £15.00 - £30.00

999
1000
1001

1002

1003

Edinburgh silver letter opener modelled as a
Scottish sword with thistle decorated basket hilt.
Edinburgh hallmarks to hilt and blade for 1913,
makers ' MacKay & Chisholm '. £60.00 - £120.00
Job lot of jewellery to include 22ct. gold and 9ct.
rings (1.3g at fault and 2.8g), 9ct. back and front
locket, heavy silver ring (at fault), 9ct. cross and
chain (1.6g), Wedgwood and silver pendant,
quantity of costume jewellery and a silver plated
cigarette box. £40.00 - £80.00

Longines gents watch (not working) in original
case plus two other watches, together with two
Waterman pens and a Cross pen. (6) £20.00 £40.00
9ct hollow gold hallmarked bangle - significant
dent to reverse 13.8g. £100.00 - £200.00

Job lot of jewellery, coins, spoons etc. Some
1020
sterling silver / hallmarked silver noted, including
ingot and fruit knife (at fault). Small quantity of pre 1021
1946 silver coins were also noted. £20.00 - £40.00
Yellow coloured metal and Agate brooch together
1022
with a 9ct. gold ladies watch (bracelet not gold).
£20.00 - £40.00

1005

Silver three piece cruet set - (dented, one liner
missing), B'ham 1934 117.9g. plus a silver plated
cruet set. £20.00 - £40.00
34

A quantity of silver coloured costume jewellery some pieces of sterling silver noted. £10.00 £20.00

1016

13.9g gross of yellow coloured metal. Buckle
brooch marked S14 with attached spinning Green 1019
Onyx Fob. Brooch bearing initials to reverse.
£50.00 - £100.00
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Job lot of silver and costume jewellery including Victorian silver bangle, gold coloured chains,
Wedgwood and silver pendants, silver Crown,
Wedgwood brooch and misc. silver items, together
with costume jewellery, watches etc. £50.00 £100.00

Job lot of jewellery to include - 9ct gold & onyx
signet ring 3.8g gross, together with Victorian gold
plated long guard chain, silver brooch and two
rings, plus various other gold plated jewellery.
£30.00 - £60.00

1018

Job lot of jewellery including a 7g. yellow coloured

9ct gold chain, locket and chain, watch (at fault)
and bracelet. 21.1g gross weight inc. watch
movement. £80.00 - £160.00

1015

1004

1006

Five 9ct gold rings - garnet, other stones and
Wedgwood. 13.5g. gross weight £70.00 - £140.00

22ct. gold Wedding ring / band. Size N1/2 1.7g
£20.00 - £40.00

1017

9ct Gold and yellow metal rings and brooches.
Some at fault. 13.3g gross weight. £100.00 £200.00

Six 9ct rings, bloodstone, ruby, pearl etc., (three
at fault) 12.7g. gross weight. £70.00 - £140.00

1014

No Lot £30.00 - £60.00
Yellow coloured metal Box link chain. 60cm.
21.8g. £180.00 - £360.00

metal necklace. £30.00 - £60.00

Sterling silver bangle in box marked Beverly Hills
Polo Club, together with designer style hallmarked
silver neckchain, 59cm (2) £25.00 - £50.00
Ladies 9ct gold watches and 9ct bracelets x 2 Rotary and Accurist, gross weight 21.8g (2)
£100.00 - £200.00
Rolex Oyster gents wristwatch in ticking order.
33mm not inc. button. £200.00 - £400.00
Rolex Oyster Royal gents wristwatch in ticking
order. 31.5mm not inc. button. £200.00 - £400.00
AVIA Alarm gents wristwatch - 17 Jewels in
ticking order. 33mm not inc. button. £20.00 £40.00

1023

yellow metal necklace £10.00 - £20.00

1024

Indian Silver Parasol handlle, c 1930's, engraved
EM Pidduck, Alsager (of the well known jewellery

family from Hanley) In good overall condition,
measures 5" - Loaded. £40.00 - £80.00
1025

1026

1044

An oak framed death plaque for Walter Evans
together with a palace communication and a large
oak framed photo of the same gentleman. £40.00 £80.00

1045
9ct Rotary watch and 9ct bracelet 12.9g, together
with a 9ct watch on a rolled gold bracelet. £90.00 - 1046
£180.00

9ct gold and garnet set bracelet (16.9g) £130.00 £260.00

9ct gold necklace and matching bracelet 8.7g,
together with a 9ct garnet and pearl ring (1 stone
missing), a 9ct chain and pendant and a 9ct gold
mounted cameo. £90.00 - £180.00

1027

9ct rose gold garnet three stone ring size M, 2.1
grams £25.00 - £50.00

1028

9ct rose gold garnet and seed pearl ring size N
and 9ct keepers ring, 5.2 grams (2) £40.00 £80.00

1029

1030
1031

hat etc. £20.00 - £40.00

Ladies 9ct gold wristwatch and strap, overall
weight 14.4 grams, pair gents 14ct rolled gold
cufflink's and pocket watch key W.H Yates of
Hanley (3) £80.00 - £160.00

1047

Silver serviette ring and four spoons, 74 grams
£20.00 - £40.00

1048

Silver Art Nouveau three piece tea set. Hallmarked
for Birmingham 1908.595 grams £150.00 - £300.00

1049

18ct Diamond and Opal pendant (3.1g) and 9ct
box chain 15'' long / 5.2g £150.00 - £300.00

1050

9ct Blue Topaz / Zircon 20mm x 12mm and 19''
9ct chain. Weight overall 11g £90.00 - £180.00

George VI silver medal awarded to 04101833 Pte
1051
J.Lear N.Staffs R £25.00 - £50.00
United States of America silver one dollar coin
dated 1881 and Queen Elizabeth Jubilee
commerative coin (2) £15.00 - £30.00

9ct gold pendant on 9ct chain (4.5g), together with
two cased sets of simulated pearls. £30.00 £60.00

Silver gilt (.925) & Amethyst bracelet, 19cm appx.
£15.00 - £30.00

1052

German War Merit cross 2nd class without
swords for WWII, one green ribbon and the other
black and red ribbon plus two Belgium first world
war medals (4) £30.00 - £60.00

1053

George III commemorative base metal medallion
dated 1809 and Queen Victoria 1837
commemorative bronze medallion (2) £20.00 £40.00

1054

1032

18ct white gold diamond cluster ring size L, 2
grams £50.00 - £100.00

1033

18ct gold & platinum ring with diamond cluster in
square mount size L, 2 grams £40.00 - £80.00

1034

18ct gold diamond & sapphire cluster ring size N,
2.8 grams £50.00 - £100.00

1035

18ct gold diamond ring size P/Q, 3 grams £50.00 £100.00

18ct Three Stone Diamond Ring, 0.50ct plus 2 x
.25ct (1ct total) size N1/2 approx. £400.00 £800.00

1036

18ct gold diamond ring size K, 2.9 grams £40.00 - 1055
£80.00

22ct gold wedding ring, size M/N 4.7grams £70.00
- £140.00

1037

18ct gold diamond & sapphire cluster ring size M,
4.3 grams £60.00 - £120.00

1038

A Vintage 20 and a 10 franc note (2) £5.00 - £10.00
1057
Twelve assorted silver spoons and silver top jar

18ct White gold wedding band, size P and
diamond and ruby gypsy set 18ct ring, size K
(total weight 8.8 grams) £150.00 - £300.00

1039

1056

depicting cherubs (dented). Includes Geo. III
spoons onwards 258.8g £50.00 - £100.00
1040

1041

The order of Foresters ribbon and enamel badge in 1058
case, a quantity of WWI brass military badges
and a naval belt buckle. £20.00 - £40.00
1059
An assortment of silver and other jewellery,
vestas, lighter, seals, badges, thimbles etc.
£20.00 - £40.00

1060

1042

A group of seven various watches including - gents 1061
silver pocket watch, gents military pocket watch,
gents wrist watch circa 1940's, gold plated ladies
watch, silver ladies watch, Excaliber ladies watch.
(7). £20.00 - £40.00
1062

1043

A tray of interesting items including oriental jewel
cabinet, hallmarked silver decorated bible, cased
pipe, sewing kit, pearls (simulated), cutlery with
some silver handled pieces noted, spelter unusual
figure, interesting cloth, folding map of Worcester,
souvenir of Malta, photographs, purses, miliatry
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9ct gold wedding band, eternity ring and
misshapen cygnet ring (total weight 5.5 grams)
£45.00 - £90.00
14ct gold red stone ring, stamped 585, size O,
weight 7.1 grams £70.00 - £140.00
Small platinum wedding band, size H/I £25.00 £50.00
Two silver charm bracelets (total weight 129.8
grams) £30.00 - £60.00
18ct white gold ladies ring set with solitaire
diamond approx .20ct the shoulders each set with
6 small diamonds, size K, 3.5 grams £75.00 £150.00
A collection of ladies costume jewellery including
silver earrings, necklaces, bracelets, Jasper
Conran, mostly boxed and some stamps etc (9)
£20.00 - £40.00

